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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the relationship between government-

assisted elderly persons t housing allocations and

the community charact,eristics of southern Manitoba

Lowns receiving housing units during the period r97o

to 1986. The quantitative analysis looked at the

EPH unit,s allocated to I27 centres during the 16 year

period and attempted to draw conclusions about the

relationship( s) ¡etween the allocation process and

the nature of the communities served by various housing

programs for the elderly. The analysis found some

degree of relationship between EPH delivery and community

characteristics such as size, central-p1ace function

and locat.ion. However, the variables entered into

the regression analysis vrere not specific enough to

identify the fu11 nature of the forces with influence

such decisions.



SUMMARY

This thesis is an analysis of the relationship between

government-assisted elderly persons t housing allocations

and Lhe community characteristics of the Southern

Manitoba towns which received the housing units during

the period L97O to 1986

-x].

The focus of this study is essentially geographical;

an analysis of seniors I housing allocations in Southern

Manitoba Lowns and villages during the 1970s and early

1980s. The quantitative methodology looks at I27

centres and at.tempts to draw conclusions on 'rwho got

what, where and, if possible, why".

Chapter 1 examines background concepts on elderly

housing in sma11 communities. It notes that the social

housing policies developed by the provincial NDP governmenL

during the early 1970s ïrere part of an overall "Stay

Opti on'r phi 1 o sophy which at tempted t, o enhance the

quality of life in remote smal1 towns and rural areas.

The basic problem facing the "architects'r of the provincial

EPH (elderly persons t housing) programs was the dilemma

involved in Èhe establishment of the best, most viable,

location for such services whi1e, at the same time,

providing assistance to those in greatest need. Another

challenge centred on measuring the strength of need

in a quantifiable manner and then deciding the most
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appropriate response in terms of supply or. demand

solutions. rn addition, the chapter also outlines
Lhe nature of the approval dilemma which arises when

trying Ëo determine, first, an appropriat,e 1eve1 of

service and, second, the social and economic cost/benefíts

associat,ed with each proposed location.

chapter 2 rev iews government housing assistance programs

which have benefited elderly Manitobans over the past

four decades. The discussion follows posc-lrar programs

up to the year 1986, but does not include program

changes resulting from the 1986 Federal-provincial
Bi-Lateral Agreement on housing programs which sar.t

major changes in program responsibilities and the

elimination of some overlapping programs.

chapter 3 outlines the problems faced by Manitobars

rural service cent.res as Ëhey attempt to cope with
the growing demand for services from an increasing
proportion of elderly residents. The first sub-section

takes the perspective of the elderly themselves, and

examines the problems they face in finding suitable,
adequate and affordable accommodation in southern

Manitoba t s sma11 service centres. The second sub-

section examines issues surrounding the housing of
the elderly from the perspective of the communities.

Many sma11 tohrns are facing increased in-migration
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of elderly requiring greater amounts of services from

a tax base which may be stagnant or in decline. hlhile

this section is somewhat of a deviation from the main

topic of EPH allocational attributes, the issue of

small-town viability is fundamental to the assessment

of risk in providing public funds for large-sca1e

housing projects.

Chapter 4 examines a few of the problems faced by

government. housing agencies in their assessments of

need and demand for assisEed housing facilities.

Attention is given to the shortcomings of the information

systems used by analysts in their efforts to define

market areas and target groups, and in their analyses

of housing needs and market conditions. The chapËer

also outlines the major issues behind project-proposal

analyses and discusses how community size influences

project viability.

Chapter 5 looks at the

provincial-government assisted housing for the elderly

allocated in Southern Manitoba up to the year 1986.

Project distribution is related to five Provincial

Planning Areas which have been used by both CMHC and

MHRC to assess housing need and service levels, and

target program rsponses on a macro-sca1e. The analysis

found variations in allocations among regions by program

distribution of federal and
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line; for example, the RNH program Ï¡as more heavily

util ízed in the more northernly areas of Parklands

and the fnterlake, while the non-profit program $/as

more evident in the more populous areas of Lhe South.

0vera11, allocation levels rdere found to correspond

fairly closely to each planning area's proportion

of Southern Manitoba t s elderly population. The chapter

also highlights the general trend in NHA sponsored

social-housing activity across Canada in the past

20 years and considers how this relates to the Manitoba

experience.

Chapter 6 discusses the results of Lhe various statistical

models used to examine the degree of relationship

between the occurrence of government-assisted elderly-

persons t housing units and the various communit,y

characteristics which might influence the allocation

of those resources. The analysis found that the EPH

uni E s a I located to L27 Southern Mani t o ba Lowns during

the 1970s and early 1980s were somewhat related Lo

community characterisLics such as size, central-place

function and location. However, in view of the inherent

data inadequacies,

pick up the full

these decisions.

the analysis employed could not

nature of the forces influencing



INTRODUCTION

This research project examines the recent allocation

history of government-assisted housing for the elderly

in 127 Southern Manitoba communities. The perspective

of the study is essentially geographical, focusing

on where allocations have occurred in terms of who

r4¡as involved and how much housing hras received during

specific time periods. The stress on the locational

factors underlies the geographer t s interest in the

occurrence of unequal areal distribution of social

benefits. Therefore, this research examines the

institutionaL/political process of allocation in

order to more fu11y appreciate the facts of spatial

inequality

The study I s initial chapters provide some background

information both on housing problems and needs of

the rural elderly and how federal and provincial

housing agencies have been active in addressing those

needs. It has been long recognized. that, for Manitoba's

elderly poor, the lack of suitable accommodation

at any price continues to be a problem in rural areas.

There is generally a greater amount of premature

Ínstitutiona1-ization than is common in la.rger towns

and cities due to the combination of inadequate supplies

of housing and other health and community services

in remote locations.



Much of the recent provincial social-housing policy
exercised in Southern Manitoba hras spahrned from the

NDP governmentrs stav 0ption phirosophy of Lhe 1970s.

such policies as arose from the philosophy h¡ere designed

to lowe r t he gap i n social-serv i ce provi sion between

prosperous and declining areas. The assumption behind

Lhese efforts h¡as that stat.e inLervention into areas

defined as deserving special considerations should

reshape the geography of opportunity to a11ow for
a more equitable distribution of social and economic

benefits ( Province of Manitoba, Lg73) . rn the absence

of such policies, it h¡as the GovernmenL of Manitoba r s

opinion that the rural areas would continue to suffer
from a 1ou¡er quality of life as goods and services
trnaturallytf nigrated to locations in or near more

densely-populated areas.

2-

This research attempts to draw some measure of commonaliLy

from the allocation decisions made by the Manitoba

Department of Housing and, to a resser extent, the

canada Mortgage and Housing corporation (CMHC),

with regard to seniors' public and public non-profit
housing in southern Manitoba during the years 1970

to 1986. The literature reviewed notes that although

there are several rules-of-thumb used to estimate

the number of assisted housing required in any specific
location, they are not based on any particular rationale



or detailed statistical methodology. Past decisions

on where to place ner.r public facilities in Manitoba

appear to have been somewhaÈ influenced by "growth

centrefr type theories, which consider the relative

size and expected growth rates of conmunities. fn

general, this has tended to work to Lhe disadvantage

of smaller, more remote communities. In spite of

the Stay 0ption philosophy of the 1970s, more recent

policy changes in housing-program emphasis have

necessarily led to fewer, larger-scale projects

located in more populous cent.res. In part, ât 1east,

this has been due to declining levels of federal

funding for cost-shared housing units; declines that

have 1ed to an increasing emphasis on the construction

of housing r+here community groups and private citizens

help to shoulder the cost (Regenstrief, 1984).

3-

During the 1at,e 1960s, the Manitoba government created

the Manitoba Housing and Renewal corporation (MHRC)

and became involved in the allocaEion of social housing

units throughout the province. Prior to this point,

there hrere approximately 1 200 seniors I housing units

in the southern Manitoba communities under the aegis

of cMHc. During the early years of the 1970s, allocation

mechanisms v/ere fairly straightforward since the

leve1 of need was considered ubiquitous. Analyses

of project viability were minimal by virtue of the
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fact that demand was overwhelming. A generation 1ater,
however, the adminisËrations of the allocation process

have been forced to consider strategies where projects
are oriented towards locations where viability is 1ike1y.

Yet those centres with th: greatest need for assistance
tend to be the mosL physically remote, with limited
community resources r Érnd hence the least 1ike1y to
abide by the conditions stipulated in the nev/ strategies.
Thus, the desire to ensure project viability often
runs counËer to the policy goals which seek to allocate
benefits to areas with high demonstrated need and low

1eve1s of existing services for the elderly. The commitment

of 10ng-term housing projects to smal1 0r remote rocations
runs the risk of underutilization in Ëhe near future,
should these locations fail to prosper as communities.

lf the size of the centre is to be a factor in the

involvement of government agencies and/ or programs,

the question arises as to what are the minimum project
or community sizes io be considered as cutoffs? can

cert.ain sized communitir¡s be served unler the policy
of resource maximization, wit.h everything allocated
to villages and hamlets below the perceived need or
political ncesssity? These are pivotal issues wrrthv
of serious consideration.



An

be

Lhe

)-

aside issue to be addressed is whether it can

demonstrated that political represenEation, ât
provincial 1eve1, has influenced the allocat,ion

process in any identifiable manner during the

1 6-year study period. studies quoted in the literature
reviewed have attempted, with limited success, to
demonstrate Lhat political lobbying or ministerial
ttarm twistingtt has hampered efforts to bring neasures

of objectivity to the decision-making process. Many

1oca1 government,s are more active in soliciting
political support for Ëheir cause and know how to
ttwork the systemtr to their advantage. This often
results in a contÍnued demand for all forms of government-

assisted housing benefits as a direct consequence

of the prominence of the lobbyist or the persistence
of the effort.

The multivarÍate statistical analysis util ízed, in
this research project test,ed the degree of relationship
between the demographic, socio-economic, and rocational
characteristics of. r27 southern Manitoba communities,

and the likelihood of them possessing certain levels
of EPH (elder1y persons' housing) at specific poinrs
in time. rt h¡as postulated that larger, more functionarly
complex communities should achieve higher 1eve1s

of EPH services owing to their enhanced locationar
characterisËics (advantages) and superior 1e.ue1s
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of community infrastructure. In addition to the

po1-itical elemenLs, the analysis also considered

the question of location vis-a-vis higher-order cenËres

wiLhin the Manitoba urban system. The question centred

on whether communities which are closer to major

towns and cities Ï/ere 1ike1y Lo be underserved by

EPH programs due to the urban ttshadowtt ef f ect.

Conversely, it was theorized that more remote communities

should 1ike1y receive greater allocaLions than would

be expected, on Lhe basis of population alone, due

to their relatively deprived position in the urban

hierarchy.

The staListical analysis centred on elderly public,

public non-profit, and rural and native (RNH) EPH

allocated during selected time-frames between 1970

and 1986. The analysis found Lhat, overall, the

delivery of an EPH project is a somewhaL circumstantial

event. I.Jhile one could set out a series of guidelines

which suggesL the locati onal cr i teria by which p roposa 1 s

should be assessed, it is difficult to examine the

allocative history of various elderly persons t housing

program -in aggregate- with such a yardstick in

mind. Background "noise" in the planning and delivery

process tends to mask a good deal of the deliberation

which has gone into the decision making. hlhile not

an entirely random process, the large number of
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unidentified exogenous influences on the all-ocative

mechanism( s ) created disturbance factors which hampered

the establishment of any hard and fast rules.



CHAPTER I:

The rural

health p.oblems and are more likely to live in substandard

housing than their fe11ow seniors living in larger

tohrns and cities. They are less mobile and, as a

resu1t., have more limit.ed access to community services

which frequently are not available in their immediate

communit.y. Consequently, there has been a steady

migration of the rural elderly Lo larger communities

in search of the desired level of housing and other

8-
BACKGROUND CONCEPTS ON ETDERLY PERSONSI
HOUSING IN SMALL COMMUNITIES

elderly are generally poorer, have more

community services and an increased sense of deprivation

among those choosing to remain.

Efforts in Manitoba to reverse these trends began

in the early 1 970s with the adoption of the NDP

government I s "Stay 0ptionil policies ( Province of

Manitoba, 1973). These initiatives l/ere designed

to deter rural people from forced mígration to the

larger centres by providing equivalent opportunities

within ttcommuting rangett of their present locaLions.

Although the general thrust of this policy h¡as noL

targetted specifically at the e1der1y, providing

facilities and services for their benefit was a major

component. With the general aging of the rural

population, communities realized the benefits of

not only holding onLo their own retired populations



but of gathering in the elderly from outside areas.

Politicians, eager to garner the rural and farm vote 
'

were quick to discover the campaigning benefit of

suggesting that each f ever y community should have

its own government-subsidized elderly housing facÍ1ity.

The creation of "spin-offtt employment benefits from

the construction and maintenance of such faciliLies '

the increased demand for health-care employees/services,

and the added commercial activity created by the

elderly in-migranLs could help slow the depopulation

trend, t.he loss of economic activities, the underuse

of public supporL services and the erosion of a small

Lownfs labour force (JohnsLon, 1979).

9-

hihen government agencies such as Manitoba Housing

(aka: Manitoba Housing & Renewal Corporation (MHRC)

1969-1984) and Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation

(CMHC) decide to examine the need for housing assistance

for seniors in a particular location or community '

they initially would have to differentiate betvteen

those best served by the construction of a senior

citizens t apartment facility versus other types of

assistance such as rehabilitation grants ' incone

or rent supplements, or increased social and communiÈy

services. If an elderly housing project hlas to be

located in a r emote rural location, the decision

would have to be supported by documented evidence



of an eligible client group in need of the service,

and by the fact that no other adequaLe/suitable

accommodations were available h'ithin the immediate

area.

Indicators of need are relat.ive concepts, of t.en ref lecting

differences in 1oca1 and regional markeL conditions

and frequently ttcolouredtr by the local peoples I

subjective experience and cultural definitions of

adequate shelter and crowded conditions. As a result,

10

measures of structure adequacy and suitability are

considered inappropriate for establishing the need

for housing assistance since they are difficult to

use effectively or operationarj ze into reliable indicators
( CMHC, 1983a ) . The analysis of housing need must

be made on the basis of measures of affordability,

since they are considered to be the most significant

in terms of reliability. Unfortunately, there are

a number of problems associated with the estimation

of incomes among elderly housing applicants. Predicting

the future i ncomes o f t he ttneartt e1 derly is not a

simple matter and a number of the elderly hide wealth

and "othertt incomes for fear of being judged ineligible

for social benefiLs such as government-subsidized

housing.

fn the late 1970s , MHRC knew of 30,500 elderly renEers



in Manitoba, 737. of whom were living on minimum income.

One hal-f of this group ürere living in some form of

rent.-geared-to-income housing, paying an average

of 237. of their incomes on rent. The remaining I 1,000

who hrere paying an average of over 4OZ of their incomes

( near 3OZ after property tax rebates ) on rent in

private-sector housing, were in need of some form

of income assisLance to meet existing shelter costs

(Clarkson, L979t27) . The Sheluer Allowance Program

For Elderly Renters ( SAFER) , introduced in 1980,

h¡as designed to help ease rent burdens among 1ow-

income elderly Iiving Ín private rental accommodations.

However, this program has not been effective in assisting

the rural e1der1y, since only 6.57, of SAFER clients

reside in communities with populations of less than

5 ,000 (Minuk & Dlvidson, 1981 ; MHRC, 1984a ) . This

failure is attributable to the general shortage of

renLal apartments in smaller communities. It has

been suggested that the allowance program be extended

to 1ow-income homeowners in order to increase eligibility

in rural areas. Such a universal shelter allowance

program would a11ow for the immediate redistribution

11

to acceptable 1evels of the housing burden for all,

not just some, of the province t s 1ow-income seniors.

While an allowance program may

problems of affordability,

be effective in handling

experience suggests that



it is not equally effective in dealing wíth problens

of housing inadequacy (Fa1k, L982:11). Supply issues

musL be taken into account and the lack of rental

apartments in rural communities limits the impact

of this program. Elderly public and non-profit housing

programs, jointly funded by the federal and provincial

governnents, have provided modesL housing for low

and moderate-income seniors throughout the province.

Private non-profit elderly housing programs, administered

by CMHC under Section 15. I of Lhe National Housing

Act (NHA), have been active in Manitoba since Lhe

early 1 960s . Elderly public housing and public non-

profit faciliLies urere introduced by the province,

in conjunction with 0ttawa, in the early 1970s.

This construction approach to housing inadequacies

is faced with a constant dilemma: applications for

unit.s to be constructed always exceed the available

resources. The perception among housing analysts

of an almost ubiquitous demand for housing units

tends Eo add uncertainty to the housing project approval

process (Mercer, L979:1 18) .

I2

Should marginal locations for government-funded housing

project proposals be approved? There are no clear

guidelines. Planners are forced Lo consider each

proposal in terms of the acceptability of the project I s

economícs and client eligibilty, and then decide



whether or not the proposed location is ' totally

unacceptable. If the proposal is sound and the
ttin-needtt group is evident in sufficient numbers,

the tendency has been to approve the project. Unless

the need can be filled by nearby facilities (which

usually have waiting lists of three to five years

based on the number of applicants versus the average

yearly turnover rate) or that the site chosen is

totally unacceptable, Ehe planners at CMHC or Manitoba

Housing will tend to proceed with the project. However,

in many cases these small communities are not experiencing

much population growth so that long-term demand for

subsidized housing facilities is of concern.

13

In the past,

publ ic-housing

ratios of h-ousing units per 1000 population of elderly.

These single indices help determine the need for

additional units in t.he markeL area. It is difficult

to justify what is an acceptable level of service

since ratios do not accounL for what proportion of

the community I s elderly are low income and, in addition,

they do not identify market areas which contain suitable

CMHC/MHRC market

service leve1s

private-sector

ratios do suffice to

"fair-sharett a1location

of units is based on

analyses have examined

to seniors based on

subsEitute accommodations.

provide a means of creating a

strategy where the number

the spatial location of elderly

The service



households. The aim of a fair-share typê sysrem

is to aÈtain an equitable distribution of social
housing unit,s. This method is somewhat shorr-run
in value and needs to be replaced with a more carefully
conceived and informed locationar policy (Mercer,

r9792r24). hlhile allocations cannot be based purely

on statisticsl indicators, government agencies must

sti11 react to evidence of need and demand brought

forward by ethnic or religious groups may not always

sati s fy many ttother tt e I derl y households in need wi thi n

the market area. fn addition, many rocal politicians
and municipal officials have learned how and where

to apply the appropriate pressure on provincial ministers
with influence over submission to the government

housing agencies. The outcome of these pressures

has often led to premature unit allocatíons and mis-

appropriated housing funds. l

-14

rn order for public and non-profit housing programs

to target. assistance to t.hose in need in the most.

cost-ef f ective manner, they "-, ;ruire indepth

determinat,ion of the social and economic costs and

benefits of each project location (cMHc, 1985b, l9g6) .

1 This issue of
on public-housing
the analysis of
Chapter 5.

government ministerial influence
allocations will be addressed in
elderly housing unit distribution,



This may suggest

towards centres

viability can be

and governmenL programs

( 1984) , in an analysis of

of, housing and related

a re-orientation of assisLance programs

where viability is 1ike1y or where

Manitoba, noLes that earlier priorities geared to

overcoming income disparities between seniors have

shifted in favour of providing more housíng supplies

in larger centres. Income and rent subsidies are

now viewed as a more appropriate tool for dealing

with income disparities. He finds a trend towards

smaller numbers of large-scale projects located in

larger centres at lower 1eve1s of federal funding

(Regenstrief , L984:16) . I4lhile this mâY, in f act,

be the case for the NHA Section 56.1 publ íc/ pr ivate

non-profit elderly housing programs, which generally

15

enhanced by orienting other housing

into the area. Regenstrief

the need for, and locations

facilities for seniors in

are aimed at the larger centres, the trends observed

in the data to follow in this analysis show little

deviation from the overall pattern of assigning Rural

and

into smaller and often

Northern/Native

2 The nature of NHA Section
programs are outlined in Chapter

elderly public-housing units

inappropriate locations.2

56.1 and the
2.

N EPH



The following chapter outlines the various housing

assistance programs made avail-ab1e by the federal

and provincial governments for Manitoba elders.

Subsequent chapters will exanine the plight of the

smal1 rural centre and its elderly housing problems

AS

to

viewed through the eyes of the planner trying

rationalize government-assisted seniors t housing

provisions.

16



CHAPTER 2: Egqgr{q..__ ASSTSTANCE pRocRAMS FoR orpER
MANITOBANS

This chapter outlines the various federal and provincial
government housifig initiatives developed since the

1960s to improve housing conditions for the elderly,
particularly in rural areas. The housing programs

which have been developed by MHRC ( restyled Manitoba

Housing after 1984) were part of several key policy
elements designed to improve living standards for
rural Manitobans. studies during the early 1970s

identified resource accessibility and shelter as

being the highest unmet needs among Manitoba seniors
(Thompson' 7976; Epstein, l976). vigorous consEruction

activity over the last decade and a half, funded

by both 1eve1s of government, has attempted to enhance

the quality and availability of housing for the rural
erderly. I4Ihile ef f orts Lo increase housing and support-
service 1eve1s have been successful in many areas

of the province, a large number of seniors living
in sma11 towns and villages sti1l do not share the
benefits made available Ëo those residing in larger
centres (Government of canada, lgg2z6g; provincial

Fact. Book on AgÍng, 1985).

I7

I,{hile chapters ro fo1low

and problems surrounding

chapter will provide an overview of past and current

will outline the issues

these disparities, this



programs utilized by federal and provincial housing

administrations to assist low and moderat.e-income

seniors in obtaining affordable,

accommodations.

2.1 Housing Programs Designed For The Elderlv

2.1-r Public Housing: EPHr or Elderry public Housing,

has been delivered in Manitoba under NHA sections
4o' 43, and 44. These unit-tied subsidies were designed

t o support the operation of social housing stock

for 1ow and moderate-income households. The section
40 (r949) rederaL/provincial program h¡as introduced
as a partnership to provide units, with costs and

losses shared on a 7 5z/ 252 basis between 0ttawa and

the province(s). As the majority owner, cMHc was

responsible for approvals, planning, designing
of projects (cMHc, 1985b). NHA secrion 43 (1964)

provided for a 907" loan to provincial housing agencies

to finance the construction of low-income projects.
Tenants pay 257" of their incomes on rent. rn the

Section 44 program, the federal government makes

available a subsidy equal t o 502 of the operating
losses of a project. rn Manitoba, new commit.menrs

under these programs ï/ere ended after rg7g, with
emphasis moving more towards non-profit housing requiring
less government funding.

18

suiLable and adequate
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EPH projects in ManiLoba are managed 1oca11y by housing

authorities or management. sponsor groups appointed

by Manitoba Housing. since these projects allow
for Looz of all units to fall into the category of
rent-geared-to-income occupancy, they have the potential

to house more 1ow-income tenants than ttnon-profitsft

which have greater tenancy restrict,ions. The proportion
of public-housing units going to low-income families
peaked during the early 1970s and declined thereafrer,
as planning authorities increasingly favoured elderly
public units (ccsD , r977 269) . During rhe mid-1970s,

elderly unit production

of public-housing funds

tended t.o have more

the low-income elderly

families (Patterson,

The Rural and Northern/Native

program (R&N EpH) i ( t 97 4) has

and renovation assistance

non-native people located

Generally, the program applies

unde r 2500, which often do

received the largest share

since municipal regulators

charitable attitudes towards

than to 1ow-income / welfare

I978:295 Mercer, IgTg: I 13) .

1 Referred to as Rural & Native by CMHC htinnip"g,
and Rural & Northern by Manitoba Housing; an on-going
program which produces various housing benefits under
a number of secLions of NHA.

Elderly Public Housing

delivered new housing

low-income native and

smaller communities.

EO

in

Lo centres with populations

not possess the community
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resources to apply for non-profit assistance under

NHA section 56.1. R&N programs provide loans to
finance construction of houses, multiple family uniLs
and apartments, and subsidize the difference between

the loan amortization costs and property taxes and

252 of the household income (Bairstow, 19g0; Arren,
1981). The costs are share d 75z/z5T. between the
federal and provincial governments. seniors r units
developed under R&N tend to be duplexes r Quadraprexes,
or Lo-72 unit ttmoteltt type rental structures, depending

on the community size and housing need (zanprerri,
1985:4).

The problem facing a1r public-housing programs is
target efficiency, or the actual distribution of
benefits versus the desired distribution. Many projecrs,
especially family units in remote areas, house a

number o f trf r ee-r i der str or occupant s who are not
part of the tenancy agreement. They are not eligibre
resident s since their incomes , when combined r,¿ith

the current occupants t incomes, would substantiarry
raise Ëhe amount of rent charged or might disquarity
the entire group from renting the units. rn addition,
there are large numbers of potential crients, in terns
of income or housing inadequacies, who are not reached
by the programs (Hueng, Ig76:72).



2.1.2 Third Sector Housing: Third sector programs

include the private and public non-profit elderly

housing initiatives and the co-operative housing

program. NHA Section 15.1 Non-profÍt and Section

34.I Co-op housing programs ( 1973) rr¡ere designed

to provide I00Z loans to non-profit charitable

organízaEions whose intentions !/ere to provide and

operate modest housing for low and moderate-income

householders unable to obtain such housing on the

open market (Rose, 1980:57).
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rn Manitoba, section 15.1 Elderly and rnfirmed personst

housing program provides ongoing capital grants to

private non-profit sponsors paid out through annual

installments over the life of the mortgage. The

program has been administered by cMHc; new commitments

ended in 1978 "iit rh; ,n.toducrion of NHA Secrion

56.1 privaEe and public non-profiE programs. 0ver

3800 seniors t housing units in Manitoba are affected

by Section 15. i grants through Ëhe maint,enance of

previous comúitments (Zamprelli, 1985). The well-

being of the program hinged on the availability of

stable sources of mortgage f unds, ttf ront-endtr capital

and development experrise (CCSD, Lg77:I29).

NHA Sect,ion 56. 1 Non-prof ir

program( s ) ( L97 8, ongoing )

and Co-operative Housing

provides a subsidy to
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the same groups formerly served by Section

as well as Indian bands. The assistance

to bring mortgage

decrease total project costs and al1ow for the lowering

of rents to 1ow end of market rates. Non-profit

EPH units in ManiLoba are administered by Manitoba

Housing Lhrough 1oca1 housing authorities. The province

provides further subsidy to tenants so rents are

seL according Lo EPH scale (257. of income).

rates down to 27' and

Private non-profit sponsors are provided with a forgivable

equity loan to a maximum of 5Z of CMHC-approved project

costs so as to reduce the mortgage principal and lower

rents by 5 t,o I07". Groups such as service c1ubs,

associations, churches and ethnic organízaLions

usually form t.he sponsoring bodies which receive

1s.1/34.r,

is designed

is used to

assisLance. Privat.e sponsors have been viewed, in

Lhe past r âS being more involved in the beyond-shelter

needs of the r:1der1y than public sponsors on account

of Lheir closer links with the community through

the involvement of volunteers (Haire, L975; Goldblatt,

197 6) . Groups applying for funds are expected to

do a ttbest-buytt analysis, intended to ensure the

provision of the best quality shelter at minimal

cost and the most appropriate type

meet the needs of the intended clientele

The program also aims to encourage

of housing to

(CMHC, 1983b:16).

private lender



capiLal funding as a means of

cash requirements ( Ibid. , p. 53) .

Co-operatives are collectively privately-owned by

the residenLs. As trmemberstt, Lhey plan and manage

the development and pay the mortgage. They are non-

profit in thaË the individual- member cannoL r eaLize

any financial gain through any rise in value of the

property (hleston, 1979227) . Although noE exclusively

designed for the e1der1y, many co-op structures have

predominantly elderly occupants. Co-ops are similar

to non-profits in that they acconmodate people on

the lower end of the economic scale. These tenants

can be counter-balanced by higher-income occupants

who are either slightly subsidized or pay Lhe lower

end of market rent. Critics of co-op housing, as

well as non-profits, cite the issue of poor target

efficiency f.ollowing from the benefits which go to

higher-income occupants. However, social benefits

arising from the incone mixing help ease Lhe impressions

of living in a 1ow-income ghetto, which often occur

in the isolated environment of LOO1¿ rent-subsidized

public housing projecLs (A11en, 1982:32).
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reducing government

2.I.3 Enriched Elderlv Personsr Housins Proeran

This type

organization

of program

links that

i s concerned

are required

with the formal

Eo enable elderly

(EEPrr):



housÍng programs to assure a maximum period of independent

living for the largest possible number of elderly

(Hart, I976:89) . Shelter is the basic component

but the added dimension is to ensure that needed

support services in the community get Lo the elderly

so sheltered. In Manitoba the program is jointly

adminisLered by the provincial departments of Health,

Housing and Community Services and Corrections.

It aims to limit premaLure demand on the Home Care

program r curb overuse of medical resources and slow

a continuing drift towards institutionalizing seniors

who could otherwise continue living independently.

EEPH facilities in ManiEoba are operating at present

mostly in larger urban EPH and elderly non-profit

complexes. Sma11 rural EPH/ elderly non-profits are

unable to support such programs an individual

basis since they often lack the available space or

are unable to afford the cost of employing a co-ordinator

of volunteers who musE be knowledgable in acLivities

programming (Zamprelli, 1983b).

24-

2.1.4 Shelter Allowances For Elderlv Renters

SAFER program in Manitoba is available to 1ow-income

pensioners aged 55 years and older, whose rent exceeds

257" of household income. Monthly benefits are paid

directly to the tenants, with income ceilings, maximum

rent 1evels and benefit levels subject to annual

(SAFER): The
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revievr. Since the program began in 1980, average

participation raLes among eligible low-income tenant,s

have been less than 3OZ (MHRC, 1984a). The reasons

for the 1ow take-up rates are not fu11y understood.

Some elders interviewed for public/non-profit housing

benefits have commented that they perceive the SAFER

benefits as being somewhat similar to welfare (Manitoba

Housing, 1985b). SAFER has the potential to reach

all communities and regions, and avoid the necessity

of long-run project operating subsidies (Mercer,

I979zI2I; Goldbert, 1983:84). Tenanrs can remain

in their present rooms or apartment.s and absorb greater

rent burdens. 0n the other hand, unit tied assistance

serves to benefit, only a select few fortunat.e enough

to gain entry to subsidized uniLs, with a large number

of eligible households receiving no benefits (Clayton

Research Association, 1981 ) . However, subsidies

could become very heavy in tight market, conditions

and might be considered a discouragement to homeohrnership

through the absence of parallel shelter subsidies

f or lor+-income homeolrners carrying mortgages ( stevens

& Hum, 1980: 155; Rose, 1980 z192) .

Shelter allowances appeal

convervative because they are

1 SAFER ï/as introduced by the Lyon Progressive
Conservative Government. and was accompanied by con-
siderable reductions in EPH/non-profit const ruction.

to the philosophically

a ttmarket-1ikeil solution.l



However, very 1ittle is known about the potenLial

impacEs econonic cost/benefits and market implications

of a national shelter allowance program. A fu11-

scale program would have so many potential ramifications

that predictions of impacts have no reasonable degree

of certainty (Hulchanski, 1983:6) .

2.L.5 Tax Credits For Seniors: ïn

26

minimum tax credit is available on a universal basis

while further credit beyond the standard, up to a

maximum, is available depending on income sLanding.

In 1985, the basic rebate for seniors r{as $325, with

a maximum credit of $625. In 1984, Lhe average benefit

paÍd to elderly homeoï/ners r/as $460 while $390 htas

paid, on average, to renters ( Zamprelli , 1985:7 ) .

Manitoba provisions also offer the opportunity for

the deferral of property taxes unEil the residence

ceases to be occupied by Lhe elderly (Government of

Canada, L982:19).

Manitoba, a standard

Rebat.es are also available on school taxes assessed

to homeowners or proportion of rent paid by tenants

aged 65 and over and those aged 55-64 years who derive

507" of income from peniosn sources. Up to $175 per

year ( 1985) is rebated depending upon school taxes

assessed or rent paid.



2.2

2.2.1 Rehabilitation Prosrans: The

Ge

Repair Program (CHRP) is designed Lo help extend

the life expectancy of existing housing stock and

assist pensioner households in maintaining or improving

the livability of their homes. rt features a grant

of up to $1500 for homeowners with incomes not greater

than $14 r 000 for repairs essential for unit preservation

as well as for the health an safety of the occupants.

Annual take-up fluctuates yearly; f.or the fiscal year

1984-85, 1600 Manitoba households vrere assisted wiEh

grants averaging g1 125 (Zamprel1i, 1985 zBlg) .

ra1 Prosrams
t to Seniors
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0oen erl or of

The Residential Rehabilitation A1lor+ance program

(RRAP) is delivered un,Jer NHA section 34.r, and provides

loans for designated urban areas, part of which is
forgivable depending on income. While aiming to

encourage lor+-income homeor./ners and landlords Eo

upgrade their residences and improve standards for
1ow-income tenanLs, RRAP has also tended to encourage

increased production of accommodations by supporting

both rehabilitat ion and conversion efforts on a non-

prof it basis (l^/i11son, 1990:33) . RRAp !/as exrended

to rural areas in 1974 as a component of the R&N

housing program. Rural RRAP t s priorities are direcLed

Critical

].re

Home



Lowards very 1ow.-income households

deteriorated housing units.

2.2.2 Rent Controls:

in the mid-1970s by provincial governments as an

anti-inflationary device. They !üere initially viewed

by governments as necessary to prevent landlords

from reaping the benefits of a scarcity situation.

The rationale behind controls was that 1ow-income

renters, in particular those on fixed incomes such

as pensioners, could not afford to absorb massive

price increases resulting from the rising costs of

apart,ment unit provision and various demand factors

(Marks, 1984:81).
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Rent conLrols r{¡ere introduced

and dangerously-

There has been considerable rhetoric and debate on

the perceived negative impacts stemming from the

application of controls on the rental housing market

(hlalker, I975; Rydenf e1t, I975; PaEterson & l^Iatson,

I976; Toft, 1981; Kemeny, 1981; Clayton & Lamberr,

1982). ConËrols are viewed by the building industry

as having a negative impact in consequence of creating

bargain rents in comparison to homeownership and

thus discouraging neh¡ household formation, and by

increasing disinvestmenE and abandonment of rental

st.ructures due to limit.ations on landlords t net incomes.

Controls are a1s,¡ an inequitable and inefficient
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form of social assistance, since the government subsidizes

anyone who is fortunate enough to occupy a controlled

unit regardless of need as opposed to direct

subsi-dízation which serves onlv those in need of

assistance.

Evidence of the positive impacts of rent controls

is not well docunented in the literature. Beyond

the obvious benefits accrued by those living in rent-

controlled apartments, t.he greatest benefactors from

rent conLrols appear to be the polit,icians who implement

them, since the number of voters who rent apartments

far outnumber the number of voLers who are landlords

or apartment-building olrners.

2.2.3 Rental Construction Subsidies: Since the mid-1970s

investmênts in rental strucEures have proven uneconomic

because the rents that cân be charged in Lhe market

have fallen below 1eve1s required to make a project

viable (Falk, 1985:6). To help stimulate rental-

apartment const.ruction, both the federal and provincial

governments have devoEed resources in the form of

construction subsidies and tax incentives.

The Limited Dividend or Entreprenuerial program ( 1969)

was financed under NHA Section 15, and made loans

to limited dividend housing companies for the construction
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of low-rental housing projecLs. The program produced

a number of stark three-storey walk-ups r considered

remarkably bleak owing to their lack of community

amenity (Charney, L97IzI7), The program ïras terminated

in I97 6, although CMHC continues to assist existing

inventory.

The Assisted Rental Program (ARP) was originared

in the early 1970s and provided interest-free operating

loans to olrners of new rental construction. The

program was designed to help cover the difference

costs and revenues for Ehe first ten years of operation.

After ten year, the accumulated loan normally became

repayable and interest charges commenced. The size

of the loan r¡as to be deternined prior to construction,

based on the cosLs on Lhe one hand and anticipated

revenues on the ot.her. Problems arose in the smaller

communities where there hras litt1e or no comparable

rental market and iL v/as difficult to predict what

rents could be charged (CMHC, 1978:110). New commitments

under ARP r{¡ere terminaLed in 1978, and the program

was replaced by the Canada Rental Supply Plan (CRSP).

CRSP, which h¡as terminated in 1984 consequent upon

fedelal budget cuLs, made available 15-year interest-

free loans of up to $7500 per rental unit constructed.

Although CRSP creaEed a sma11 increase in the number



of apartnent starts, it was considered generally

ineffective in reducing rental-cost affordability.

The province of Manitoba I s ttRental-Start ff program

was designed to compensate for the discontÍnued CRSP

by providing below-market mortgages for seven years

Lo help stimulate apartment starts. The Housing In

Manitoba Program ( HIMP ) has provi ded mort gage f inancing

for urban infil1 and rural "Rental-Start,s" using

9+7" mortgage write-downs (1984), providing technical

assistance, project feasibility analyses, design options

and site selections. ManiLoba I s Seniors t Rental-Start

Housing Program (1986) provides assistance to community-

based non-profit organizations in the development

of rental housing for Manitobans over age 55. Mortgage

financing is available from Manitoba Housing for up

to 8O7" of the approved total project cosLs, although

equity contributions in excess of 2OZ may be required

to make projects viable in certain markeL ar"u".1

A I07" portion of the total approved project cost is

forgivable providing that all of the conditions of

the loan are met.2
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Tax provisions have provided another form of government

rental supply stimulation. Rental housing tax allowances,

I 87" interest rate as of Seot.
35-year amortization.

2 107" forgiven at the end of the

1986, five-year term,

life of the mortgage.
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such as the Capital Cost Allowance (CCA) and the

Multiple Urban Rental BuÍ1ding (MURB) tax allowance,

have allowed developers and builders to write-off

losses due either to depreciation of assets or personal

income losses arÍsing from the investment.s in rental

units (Dow1er, 1983 226) . In Manitoba, MURBs hrere

chiefly a phenomenon found in the larger mor,: stable

communities. Both MURBs and rural ttRental-Startsrr

in smaller centres have been plagued by very low

rates of reËurn resulting from low renL revenues

and poor appreciation rates ( Falk, 1985: 7 ) . The

recent increase in conventional financing

unit housing shows some investor confidence in the

prospect of building withouË assistance - for the

top end of market. Considerable disagreement exists

on the current, viability of nel/ rental housing projects

stemming from questions on the impact of income tax

considerations on determining the feasibility of

investments in rent,al housing Ibid, p. 43).

2.2.4 Federal Rent SuDplenent program: Under NHA

Section 44 (1) (a) payments are targetted aL 1ow-income

households where th,: householders are residing in

privately-owned rental accommodaLions and they cover

the difference between market rent and 257" of income

(Government of Canada. 1982). NHA Secrion 44(1)(b)

provides rental subsidies to tenants with affordability

for multi-
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problems who live in Lhe "o1der" private noì1-profit

( Section I 5. 1 ) elderly housing unj.ts of which 255

are designated for potential 'subsidy. Currently,

23OO units are eligible for subsidy in Manitoba; the

take-up rate has been about 500 to 600 units annually

(Zamprelli, 1985:6) .

2.3 Sunmarv of Prosrams: Housine Assistance For The Elderlv

This chapter has outlined various federal and provincial

government initiatives which have provideC direct

or indirect assistance ;o Manitoba's elderly population

in meeting their needs for adequate and affordable

shelter. Those programs providing direct benefits

to the elderly include Lhe federal-provincial cost-

shared public and non-profit housing program, shelter

allowances and property tax credits. Public housing

projects, funded under various sections of the National

Housing Act, have been consÈructed in Manitoba since

the late 1950s. The elderly public programs fell

out of favour in the late 1970s due to the high 1eve1s

of cosL associated with the programst long-term financing.

fn urban areas, the programs have been largely replaced

by non-profit ( third sector ) initiatives , where the

occupanLs or

shoulder some

the projects.

have tended

some comrnunity sponsor group help to

of the costs involved in operating

A1 1 of these supply-side benefits

to suffer from target efficiency with



benefits going to only

Lotal need group.

Shelter allowances, on the other hand, have the potential

to serve a much r¿ider clientele due to Eheir universal

accessibility. However, take-up has been disappointing,

particularly in rural areas where suitable private-

rental stock is at a premium. Tax crediLs for the

elderly have enjoyed sorne success in lowering overall

shelter costs for 1or¿-income seniors, but they do

not address the problems of the aged living in substandard

or inappropriate accommodat,ion.
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sma1l proportion of the

In addition to programs directly aimed at the elderly,

there are a number of housing-related government

initiatives which have produced both direct and indirect

benefits for Manitoba's e1der1y. Rehabilitation

programs have aided thousands of Manitoba t s seniors

in maintaining the economic life of their dwellings

or by providing their landlords wiEh the means of

upgrading the renLal accommodations in which they

live. Rent controls have attempted to maintain the

affordability leve1 of all rental accommodations

and many elderly - being tenants - have received

some benefits from this program. The actual degree

of benefit Lo be derived from rent controls is sti1l

disputed issue.
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provincial governments have produced thousands of

rental units when market conditions were unfavourable

for unassisted private development. Federal and

provincial rent-supplement programs also allow seniors

to occupy specific private apartments which would

otherwise be priced beyond their means.

subsidies
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offered by the federal and



CHAPTER 3:

3. I Introduction

The rural elderly tend to be poorer, have more hearEh

problems r ând are more 1ike1y to live in substandard

housing than their urban cousins (l^iallace et a1. ,

1984:23), The elderly in small cenrres are al_so

less mobile; they are faced with fewer services Eo

choose from withÍn reasonable proximity and they must

travel greater distances to those which are available.
The task of responding to the expectations and preferences

of the rural elderly has put a great deal of stress
on many of the small agricultural service cent.res
(Ne1son, 1980:20r3 Hodge, 1gg4z4). ourmigrarion of
working age populations has generally increased the
isolation of rural seniors, since less family supporr
is available than was the case for previous generations
of elderly (Deimling & Huber, 1gg1:4) . The resulr
has been a serious mismatch between the need for services
and their provision; in particular in the range of
services provided (Hayslip et ar. , 1990:193).
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ALL_TO

Many of these small towns and villages are on the
trouter edgett of the national and provincial service-
delivery systems. They suffer from a general lack
of variety in private goods and services and a less-
than-reliab1e means of delivery. Many communit,ies
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can be characterized as being essentially stable,

with no predominant growth or decline. However , mosL

of t.hese cenËres suffer from being overtaxed by an

influx of seniors requiring services while outmigration

removes many of the more productive and vital members

of the community ( Stabler, Ig78; Hodge & Quadeer,

1983).

The chapter outlines the problems confronting ManiLoba I s

rural service centres as they attempt to house their

generally increasing proportions of e1derly. Section

2 approaches the issue in terms of the elderly persons

themselves: Ehe demographics at work in these communities,

the problems the elderly face in the housing market

and the impacts of isolation upon their welfare.

Section 3 examines the issue from the perspective

of the towns and villages: the problems of community

service provision combined with stagnant or declining

tax bases and the impacts of agricultural and transport

rationalization on community viability.

3.2 The Aged In Small Rural Centres

3.2.L Denographic Forces at l,Iork in Small Towns

Available statistics from OECD

thaE an intense aging of

taking p1ace. It is, for the

of the urban concentration of

countries show primarily

the rural population is

most part, a consequence

industry and employmenE,
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and an increase in the geographic mobility of the

popuration, resulting in an increased concentration

of the ttactive

industrial areas

service centres,

inertia among the middle-aged and elderly populations.

Despite significant changes in family status, the

inappropriateness of dwellings, or the declining
physical and social status of neighbourhoods/communities,

many older persons move only when severe health and/ or

financial difficulties make it impossible to maintain

independent households (Golanr, r979240). The thought

of uprooting for ner/ and unknown places can cause

greater consternat ion than living in inadequate social
conditions (Hendricks & Hendricks, 19Bi:32i ) .

population" around job-generaLing

(OECD, 7979t12). In the sma11 rural

there is considerable

l{ith ferv exceptions, it is those in the younger (working)

age groups who make up most of the rural emigrants
(Bunce, 7982:108) . The outcome is to lower the fertilitv
rate of the 1ocal populaLionr âs well as cause overall
aging. This leads to a gradual decline in natural
increase. As the process intensifies, a lower rate
of growth changes to stagnation and then to net population

loss. Dependency ratios, measured in terms of the

number of elderly per 100 working age population,
tend to be highest and increasing in Lowns of less
than 2500 persons (Hodge & Quadeer, 19g3:109). The

residential



elderly from farms and the countryside prefer Lo

retire to nearby villages and hamlets, while some

of the elderly currently living in cities will retire
to an environment of ttpeace and tranquilityr commensorate

with smal1-town 1ife. This is particularly evident
in Manitoba and saskatchewan, where dependency ratios
for the elderly far exceed corresponding national
values (Ibid. , p. 110) .
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The process of demographic truncation ¡ âDd its associated
problems' can be attributed to declining social struccures
within communities and symptoms of it include rack
of entrepreneurship, narrow economic base, and an

absence of vigorous leadership. The limited opport,unities
available for the working-aged population in sma11

towns has been a major caËa1yst in the downward spiral
in which steady aging of the population and loss
of the reproductive age groups combines with overarl
population decline to further reduce economic

opportunities and depress community quality (Bunce,

1982:109).

3.2.2

Problens in Housing supplv: There has been a recent
substantial increase in the proportion of elderly
who are heads of households and a greater tendency

f or unmarried elderly to live on their ov/n. I^,rith
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more rural !üomen hrorking outside the home, there

is less care at tthonetr available to the erderly parent.

A1so, due to the low fertiliry during rhe 1930-45

period ' there are fewer offspring available to support

the elderly (Miron, 19BI:23; Marsha11, l9g1:I6).
Most applicants for elde rry / congregate housing want

to leave their present dwelling owing to a combination

of limiLed income, high rents, or difficulty in
maintaining homes that have become too large for
them (Epstein, lg76; Thompson, lg76; Maniroba Housing,

1985a) . rn the pasl, few rurar/ farn families have

been prepared to borrow large amounts of money to
rehabilitate dwellings or modify them for elderly
occupancy (Abe11, rg74:66). However, Lhe elderly
personts strong at.tachment to a particular dwelling
or neighbourhood, which has developed over an extended

period of t.ime r rnây consticute a barrier to relocation
even to significantly improved accommodations (campbe11,

1983:6).

I{ihi1e the elderly may resist leaving the small rural
community in order to obtain more appropriate housíng,

the availability of alternative dwellings is limited
in these locations. Rural

by a predominance of single

sma1l Manitoba communities,

a very smal1 percentage of

housing is character i-zed

detached units. In most

apartments account for

the total stock. These



difficulties are caused by the lack of market aggregation

in rural areas. There is a generar lack of sufficient

'teffective" demand to support minimar leve1s of rnultiple-
family dwelling construct,ion (struyk & soldo, 19go:300) .

rncentives for housing production are not so great

in 1ow density areas since the size of projects is
considerably smaller and less rer{arding r on average,

and capital resources are scarcer than elsewhere.

Given the overall lack of diversity in housing Eype

in rural Manitoba, it is often difficult fo r the

elderly to obtain housing which adequately fits their
needs. Support services, designed to keep the aged

in their oÌ/n homes, have been largery left to community

organízations which tend to have fewer resources

in smaller towns. sporadic service provision outside
of 

. 
the larger centres has resulted in fragmented

support delivery in the more remote locations. Given

a choice, most elderly prefer to remain in independent

housing as long as possible (Auerback & Gerber, rg76:57).
under ideal conditions, seniors are given the choice

bet,ween congregate living, income frent supplements,

increased community services and./or structural changes

to their present dwellings in order to maintain
independent lifestyles. unfort,unately, the elderly
living in remote, rural locations do not share fullv
in Lhis range of possibilities.

-41



Problens of Effective Denand:

enough financial security to maintain their ol/n homes,

partly due to federal 01d Age Security (0AS) and

Guaranteed fncome Supplement (GIS) programs, and

partly owing to ot,her provincial, municipal and private-

sector assistance programs and subsidies. This increased

financial security has improved the options open

to many seniors; one being to live alone if they

so choose. However, those seeking ent.rance into

congregate facilities at less advanced ages tend

to come disproportionately from the ranks of the

single, widowed, and childless elderly (Stone, 1981:57).

These seniors in particular t.end to ttunder-occupytt

shelter, in that they reside in structures which

are too large and are often i11-designed for Lheir

use. Ì'Ihile nany own their homes debt f ree, they

face maintenance costs and taxes which drive them

to neglect st.ructural repai.rs. They tend to ttmilktt

their properties to their own and socieËyfs disadvantage

(I^/e1f eld et â1. , I975:38). Their declining physical

capacities may not be conducive to tackling repair
jobs and their incomes often restrict their choice

of contractors for repairs. An overriding fear of

debt may force many seniors to retreat into a dwelling
which is in urgent need of repair (Brickner, IgTB:184;

Cates, 1981:48) . So, while large numbers of elderly

are homeowners without mort.gages, it is costing them

42

More elderly than ever have
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increased proportions of their incomes to occupy

those units which, in one lray or another, tend to
be below adequate housing standards. rn addition,
homeownership for the majority of rural elderly does

not constítute a strong asset position since dwelling
units tend to be o1d and of conparatively poor quality
(Struyk & So1do, 1980:5).

l{hi1e income problems for a number of elderly homeowners

have creat,ed hardships in their attenpts to remain
in the family home, the situation for elderly renters
is generally r,rorse (Huttman, 1977 r6; cates, r9g1:44).
The e1der1y, in total, spend proportionally higher
amounts of income on shelter and show higher incidence
of shelter affordability problems Èhan all other
age groups (Government of Canada: Igg2:10). For

example, among all canadians who pay more than 252

of their income on shelter, the elderly constitute
a very substantial proportion (Rose, 1gg1 ..72) . 0ver
one-half of a1r single Manitobans over age 65 rive
on incomes below statistics canada I s 1ow income cut
off this figure includes arr those living on 0As

and GIS only (Ageerholm & Roberrs, 19g4:1 ). 0n1y

407" of the canadian labour force and 542 of fu11-
time employes l/ere covered by private pension plans
bv the late 1970s (Denron er a1. , 19g1:19; Hunsley/ccsn,
1982). A recent survey by the Manitoba Department
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of Health found that only 307" of adults pol1ed had

a personal retirement savings p1an, although another

2r7. said they planned Èo start one, and almos t 5oz"

1/ere without any regular reLirement savings program

(l,rlinnipeg Free Press, 1986 224) . Many 1ow-income

Manitobans lack the cash for such programs whí 1e

employed and an equal number see their retirement

savings/benefits eroded through inflaLion, over their
expected lifespan r urìless special arrangements are

made for pension indexation (Denton et âr. , 1981 :23) .

such erosion of purchasing power upon retirement
has produced a devastating ef fect on a large number

of seniors. changes in the attitude and ability
of families to undertake the parent-caring role have

resurted in a high rate of institutionalization of
the elderly in canada (Mackenzie , L9g4:59). rn essence,

problems once solved by the family are now confronting
the state and society in general. Lihile income

transfers, such as shelter allowances, ffiây prove to
be more effective at resource allocation than direct
provision of

for Manitoba I s

housing units

in rural areas.

goods, such as elderly housing units

elderly poor, the lack of suitable

at any price cont.inues to be a problem
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3.2.2 Rural Elderly and the Problem of Isolation
Collective transportation serving general local needs

is almost non-existent in rural regions of Canada.

The aged and handicapped are usually highly dependent

on others to provide transportation, with few, if

âDy, alternat.ive forms of transport to the private

motor vehicle (Todd, I98Iz2 & 3; Hodge & Quadeer,

1983:95). In Manitoba, the unmet needs of a large

number of the rural elderly relate more to access

rather than to the actual availability of resources

per se (Havens, 1980:2I9¡ l^ial1ace et a1., 1984:13).

The increased driving difficulties associated with

aging make access to public transportation systems

necessary if the elderly are to enjoy the normal

activities of 1ife. However, for the aged in remote,

rural locations, transportation alternatives are

either nonexisLent, inefficient or totarly ineffective
(Government of Canada, 1982269). Many tor¿ns with
populations of less than 2500 do not have taxi service,

intercity bus service, 1ocal feeder or public transit

service (McKelvey, 19792136) . when alternaLives

are available, the fare is often too high for the

low-income user or the subsidy required is too large

for the local government. The cost of providing

service is high owing to low density of demand, long

passenger trips, low vehicle utilization and general
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inability to co-ordinate supply

p.138).

Transportation dependency results in the loss of
many opportunities and the personal choice of where

and when to go for many needs outside Lhe home.

There is a t,endency among the rural erderly to absEain

fron seeking assistance, since they are accustomed

to doing things for themselves. The possibilities
for providing services for the rural elderly depend

on their ability to establish inter-personal relationships
of the sort which encourage them to accept assistance
when needed (Rathbone-Mccuan & Hashimi, rg82:g9).
By providing increased cornmunity access, the rever_

of activity of the elderry will be enhanced. However,

as noted above r special-purpose transporr systems
operate under the burden of significant economic

difficulties and it is unclear whether the social
benefits provided by such systems truly justify their
costs (Go1ant, 19762283) . There is also the question
of which 1evel of government is willing to assume

permanent responsibility for the subsidization of
such programs, pârticularly the operating costs.
Remote locations tend to be isolated from the mainstream
of modern life and invariably suffer from resource
base deficiencies ( Bunce, rgg2: r2r). Remoteness

increases the costs of providing such services to

with demand ( Ibid. ,
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scattered settlements. The

the relatively unattractive

and industrial enterprises,

local governments I abilities

of community infrastructure.

hlhen Ëhe e1 der 1 y are deprived of neces sary transport
services, their fu11 participation in the life of
the community is denied. Transport problems afflicting
the rural aged are more acute because the aged are

more isolated and less politically visible. They

remain ttt. ransport d i sadvantaged tt because the leveI
and cost of service are not appropriate, given their
needs and ability to pay (McKelvey, LgTg:13g; Governmenc

of Canada, 7982:7 4) . The impact of isolation, in
combination with other problems r rnây prove to be

far more serious for the elderly due to the cumulative
effects (Go1ant, rg76z2B3). Deprived of mobiliry,
the impacts of inadequate housing, poor health, and

social dispossession are 1íkely to result in premature

i nstitutional-izat ion .

3.3 The Small Cgg!."'" C"p..it,

low tax base, due to

location for commercial

seriously limit" -the
Lo fund high-cost 1eve1s

3.3. I

Many

serve the needs of a growing proportion of elderlv
residents with a community infrasLructure that may

oblens of Comn

sma1l centres in western Canada are having to



be stagnating or declining. This situation is more

widespread than the existence of poverty and 1ow

income. Ths decline in economic, social and institutional
services is not. associated only with poor rural areas,

but is part of

general decline

certain sectors of

Local economic
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the loss of local enterpri-se and people have to travel
to nearby larger centres for the lost services.
This dampens the 1evel of the 1oca1 economy and puts

limits on the availability of 1oca1 services and

institutíons.

a process which is symptomatic of

and stagnation or deterioration of

Lhe rural community ( Bunce , IgBZ: 102 ) .

self-sufficiency becomes eroded bv

Decisions on where t.o place ner{ facilities have been

heavily influenced by growth centre theories which

consider the relat,ive size and expected growth rates
of various communities (province of Manitoba, 1973a247).

rt has generally been easier for larger communities

to obtain grants and loans for public works and 1oca1

amenities. Local governments in less populated and

disadvantaged areas have an increasingly difficult
task in trying to provide a full range of public
goods and services to their residents as their Lax

base erodes and expendatures do not decline as fast
as the population is dropping. sma11 remote cenrres
generally demonstrate a relatively 10w capability
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to plan for the management of gro$rth and development
(I,'loods, Gordon & Co., l9g0:13). They tend t,o have

more difficulty than larger centres in recruiting
suitable candidates for senior administrative positions
or cannot justify the presence of highly specialized
people since there is not the volume of work to support
them. 0rganizatíonal complexities tend to be limited
in small rural areas. This is not easiry remedied

due to the need for the introduction of new resources
and personnel (Hepworth, Ig76:77) . fn the majoriry
of municipalities in canada, community planning does

not appear to be a very strong or high-profire function.
rn most sma11 towns there are considerable deficiencÍes
in terms of public support for community planning
and development programs. Most planning efforts
are short term, while rong-term planning considerations
receive litt1e concerted attention (Idoods, Gordon

& Co. , i 980 z 42) . Regions require a sufficient
concentration of population to justify the provision
of speciality services. Municipal officials in larger
tov/ns and cities have access to, or possess ouLright,
a greater range and variety of administrative and

managenenf resources than their counterparts in smal1

communities.

Sma11 rural

instit,utions
centres also suffer from a lack of adequate

to organize housing efforts for seniors
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and other disadvantaged groups. This includes not

only technical expertise and the experience to utilize
federal programs, but runs to the community institutions
available to serve as sponsor roles, private funding

sources for community service agencies, and even

to the availability of viable public institutions
themselves (cochran & Rucker, L973: 154) . Local elderly
housing sponsor groups, boLh in canada and the usA,

have difficulties in obtaining funding since federal
agencies such as CMHC and HUD (Housing & urban

Development ) prefer groups with previous housing

experience; a criterion more fu11y met by sponsors

in larger centres and metropolitan areas. Federal

agencies tend to be suspicious of the small amateurish

efforts put forward by many rural sponsor groups

(Hairie, I975223; No11, 1981:103) . In addirion, rural
heal ch services are often handicapped by a lack of
available medical practitioners and facilities. Many

doctors complain that their renumeration is insufficient
to compensate for the demands o f a rural practice
(Winnipeg Free Press, 1985a:2) . As a result, the

success of an elderly congregate housing project
can be placed in jeopardy by the lack of the required
level of medical services.

Local governnent

of frusÈration

leaders often express a high degree

with governments at the provincial



and federal 1eve1. Alienation is central to a number

of issues. Government bureaucrats are oft.en unresponsive

to local needs. competition between government agencies

is often to the disadvanEage of those being served.
centres are often caught between competing jurisdictions,

frequently without means of redress. co:nmunities

are often targets of change pranned and orchestrated
outside the region. Although they lack comprehensive

planning expertise, they feel the need to be able
to add ínput to the process ( Haynes & Nasim, rgTg z2g) .

rn sma1l towns, Èhe availability of community resources

is not assured, especiall y as centres decline in
population size and in comnercial importance. Hodge's

( 1983) survey of 0ntario elderly public-housing projecrs
located in centres with populat,ions of less than

5000' concluded that it appeared that preferred 1eve1s

of available community resources were best achieved

in touns with populat,ions of at least 2000, providing
the housing projects \.rere located near downtov/n

(Hodge, 1984:56). In general, Hodge found rhat rhe

smallest centres had too fer+ formal services and

professional persons available to the el_der1v

(Ibid., p. 72).
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hihat is required is a

settlements expressly

policy for

designed

these sma1l rural

to deal with
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decentraLízation and improvenent of services in rural

areas. The problem centres on identifying those

communities which should be targetted to receive

public investment in order to ensure their survival

and stabJ-i. ze them as continuing centres (Crenna,

1974277) . However, do governments aim at supporting

them for five or ten years only? How do government

agencies go about determining how much to invest

in these centres in order to maintain, expand or

consolidaLe them? The following discussion looks

at the issue of sma1l-town stagnation and decline,

and some of the efforts being made to stem the slide

in community viability.

3.3.2 The Pr
Centres

Lack of Vitality

smal1 rural centres in I,/estern canada are essentially

"pu"E their prime". They sprang up during the late

1 9th and earl y 2}th centuries to serve in an era when

farming operations were smal1 and nunerous. Since

that time, however, farm populations have been depleted.

The number of Manitoba farms has declined by 5OZ

in the last 
. 
four decades while the size of farms

has more than doubled over Lhe same period ( Aust,man,

Lg78; I4Iinnipeg Free Press, 1985b).1 A major problem

in Manv Sma1l towns:

taqnation Decline in

Article quotes Statistics Canada figures.

Many of the

Rur



in many of these centres is the low 1evels of consumption

and investment. This is a direct result of 1ow incomes

which tend to perpetuate economic limitations. This

is often accompanied by limited employment opportunities
which ensure the continued depression of incomes

(Bunce, 1982:102). small centres within commuting

distances of larger towns benefit from the availability
of manufacturing and service employment. Those in
more remote locations will not be able to seek the

advantages provided by non-metropolitan nanufacËuring

and service employment which tends to gravitate towards

centres with more developed infrastructure. Declining
centres tend to be facing a worsening financing situation
due to tax base erosi-on. These places tend to be

sma11, renote and in counËies/municipalities high

in agricultural employmenr (Johansen & Fuguit, rgg4z52).

Manitoba t s "stay optionrt policy initiative has helped

sta b iri-ze some rural centres by encourag i ng the in-
migration of ret ired farmers and elderly from nearby

hamlets and farms to take advantage of seniors t housing

complexes and health care facilities. rf not for
these services, there would be few reasons for many

of these villages to exist. The process of consolidation
has left a number of the smaller centres without
these key services. I4lithout employment opportunities,
the smal1 cenËres will lose thei r younger families
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and Èhe other more dynamic

Stasnation & Decli

Reliance upon primary industry, in spite of efforts

to diversify, remains a basic fact of life for many

sma11-sized centres. Recent economic and technological

changes in agriculture are creating dire implications

for many people in the smal1 community dependent on

the f arm economy. The decline of the ttf amily f armtt

has put an end to the stable economic climate of the

Iast 50 years (Mason, 1984). One indication of the

failure of family farms is sÍmply the drop in their

numbers. All OECD countries, expect New Zealand,

where statistics are available, show recent sharp

declines in the number of smal1 independent operators

(Sinclair, 1980:339). The increase in costs involved

in agricultural ttindustr iarizationtt ( ie. mecha nization

of processes plus increasing scale requirements )

has resulted in a lowering of the ability of young

persons to remain in farming and has reduced the sector t s

ability to absorb redundant labour. The resulting

exodus of rural people to urban centres is causing

rural communities to decline and producing a

t'polarization" effect in agriculEural regions (Butte1,

1989:460). This phenomenon is not necessarily assocíated

with poverty in rural regions but with a thinning

ouË of the rural settlenenÈ Dattern. This is one

-54

Due

elements of their populations.

ricultural Ration zation:
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of the reasons why communit.y infrasLructure in rural

centres of otherwise affluent agricultural regions

frequently experience decline (Bunce, Ig82: 111 ) .

trrIith increased mobility resultÍng from the expansion

of automobile oÏ/nership in the 1950s, the economic

advantages of concentrating services in larger centres

could be capita1-ized upon. This process of spatial

competition between settlements in rural areas is

the basic postulate of Central Place Theory which

sees larger centres absorbing the market areas of

smaller ones (Hodge, 1965; Clawson , Lg66; Berry, L967;

Johansen & FuguÍ tt , 1983; Bunce , 1982 ) .

Ïn !¡estern Canada, changes in t.he grain-handling

indusEry such as the trend tor./ard larger, higher

throughput elevators have resulted in elevator

consolidation (l,lilson & Tyrchniewicz, 1980:40) .

As more sophisticated services are required, higher

elevator h'ages and cosLs are incurred, and beLter

roads al1ow longer grain hau1s, it follows that there

will be fewer but larger elevators. All rural centres

which now have elevators will not have them in the

future, r+hether rail links are present or not (Ha11

Commission, 1977 281). Some rural communities will

benefit from this rationalization by removing a portion

of excess elevat,or capacity, allowing for higher

turnover rates within each of the remaining units
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and enabling Lhem to take advantage of economies

of scale in grain handling (01sen et a1. , 19g0:53).
However, in many communit,ies the only users of rair
services are the grain elevators and with the cl0sure
of many of the smaller unit,s due to obsolescence,
the railway will cease ro serve any function in the
loca1 economy (Ha11 commission , L977 ¿g4). The impacr
of the creation of large inland grain terminars on

nearby smaller grain-handling facilities will depend

upon: (1) what grain trade is diverted from existing
elevaLors nearby; (2) what other services are noc

sought at a particular community if an elevator closes
down; and (3) what are the impacts on loca1 businesses
and municipal operators when the elevator closes
and the railway station relocates (Kulshreshtha,
I97s:23).

t

Bus and truck transportation to many smarr centres
is poor or non-existent. complete service is not
economically feasible (Haynes, l-gTg:45) . Ar rhe
same time, rail companies have found their branch_
line services to many sma11 centres are increasingly
dependenL on the grain trade for their revenues.
Rising costs and eroded revenues have resurted in
many branch-line closures. communities with 1ow

1eve1s of economic diversity, such as those whose



prime function is to act as agricultural service

cent.res, are more like1y to be more dependent on any

one mode of transportat.ion than are larger more

economically-diversified communities (Mozerski, 1973:30).

Arguments against rail branch-1ine abandonment hinge

on the fear that their disappearance would signal
the demise of many rural communities. However, branch-

line closures essentially hasten the decline which

ís already underway (Haynes & Nasim, 1979:83; Waters,

1984232). They are more a symptom than a cause of

decline. Emotional pleas made to the Ha11 commission

for branch-1ine retention ü/ere based on the belief
that they serve as a focal point and vestige of community

viability. Such arguments tend to equate the significance
of rail service of 30-50 years ago with its significance
today. rn fact, most commodities are noh¡ delivered
via road haulers and railways have ceased to have

any great effect on the social aspects of life in
the smaller centres of western canada ( Hall commission,

I977:76) .
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The question remains as Eo whet,her declines in highway

transporL services are a cause or a synptom of decline
in sma1l communities. rn larger centres, there is
a substantial two-way flow of goods and carriers are

able to utilize near fu11 capacity of equipment and

lower per unit costs of production (province of Manitoba,
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L973c:48) . In smaller toh'ns without indust ry, a one-

way flow of goods with lirnited opportunities to obtain

back-hau1s must support trucking operations. critics

of the trucking industry I s move towards deregulation

fear that carriers will ignore sma11 towns if they

are allowed to skew routes to more profitable areas,

as happened in the recently deregulated .american airline
industry (Thoms, 1981:65). The debate continues as

to whet.her regulations and cross-subsidization serve

a useful means of supporting service to remot.e locations

and as a valuable policy device and development tool
(ccA, 1982:59). smal1 stagnant centres formerly served

via cross-subsidizat.ion mây, in fact r ro longer offer
carriers a reasonable rate of return in a deregulated

rnarket. Other carriers may have to step in to offer
reduced service at prices which may or may not be

higher. These results may conflict with regional
development goals. Decisions may have to be made

as to whether a subsidy is required for cent.res where

Lruck and bus service are no longer profitable (ccA,

1982z60; ReschenLhaler, 1981:121 ) .

3.4 Efforts To Sten Stagnation & Decline

The Manitoba NDP

0ptiontr programs,

industries, improve

and, in general ,

as places to 1ive.

governments, through their ttStay

have attempted to develop rural

rural incomes and employmenE.,

make rural areas more attractive

The philosophy behind "Stay 0ption't
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has been to enhance the social and economic well-
being of rural residents so thaL they might have

a genuine opportunity to remain in the region of their
choice without sacrificing their standard of living
(Austman, 1978:88). The aim has been Eo stem the

flow of out-migrants by providing a better lifestyre
through: (1) agricultural and economic development,

(2) social policies, (3) health and education services,
(4) housing for seniors and 1ow-income families,
(5) recreational facilities, (6) improved transportaEion

systems, and (7) d,-"centrarj-zed government services.
since these programs have been in force, there has

been a recognizable posiEive irnpact on rurar demographics

in Manitoba; mostly due to in-migration. However,

this has not been strictly a Manitoba phenomenon

(Stab1er, 1978; Johansen & Fuguitt, 19g4). trrhile

t he rural popula ti on dec 1 i ne of t he 1 96os r{¡as r e ver sed

during the 1970s in rural Manitoba, it sLi1l remains

in doubt as to whether the impacÈs of the stay 0ption
incentives will be lasting. rn the early stages

of the program( s ) , the governmenr admitted that:

". - . in cases where public financing of industrial
growth is urgently needed, it may necessitate
the taking of risks (greater) than would normally
be considered advisab1e..." (province of Manitoba,
1973a:15).

This raises the question as to whether these development

policies have been based on sound principles of regional
development or if other considerations ( ie: poliÈics )
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have entered into the decision-making process.

Many rural centres have used their ohrn initiative
to enhance their economic and social viability.
rndustrial development straLegies can be adopted

to help overcome disadvantages vis-ã-vis urban

accessibility (Johansen & Fuguirr, rgg4: 14g) . The

key to success in efforts to improve loca1 infrastructure
and increase Lhe atractiveness of sma11 to\{ns often
lies in vigorous local leadership, which is able
to create community mobilization and civic boosterism.
such campaigns to stimulate economic and population
growth by advertising, lobbying and offering incentives
for development Ís a recognized aspect of prairie
history; bred by the necessities of circumsLances

of prairie settlemenË, even in the sqallest places
(Artibise, I98I:23; Voisey, 19gi:1 47). However,

population size is ultimately important in influencing
the extent to which community members can mobi \ize
to carry out collective activities for the promotion

of growth or to expand or develop nev, facilities
(Johansen & FuguiLt, IgB4:171).

3.5 Conclusions

Many of the rural

with limited access

They lack mobilÍty

elderly live an isolated existence,

to community activities and services.

because there is 1itt1e in the



way of collective LransportaEion, since special-purpose

transport requires a leve1 of subsidy beyond the

reach of many sma11 tor+ns and remote rural municipalit,ies.

Changes in rural family 1i fe have produced a large

number of seniors lacking in family support. They

face high hous.ing-to-income ratios since many fa11

i nt o t he 1ow-incom,'r category wi th 1 i tt 1e money beyond

public pensions. They are often not in a strong equity

position, since their houses are frequently old and

in deteriorated condition. They usually possess neither

the income nor the physical capacity to maintain their

private dwellings. They require elderly congregatef

apartment units, in many cases, because of the limited

availability of private apartments in rural areas.

There is a general lack of effective demand in sma11

communities in support of privately-funded rental

aparLment development; the result being a lack of

suitable accommodation aE any price for rural seniors.

-6r

Many

to organíze effo:ts

elderly housing. They

smal1 communities

of experience in financing seniors t housing projeci s.

Those wi th exi sting sma I 1 e 1 der 1y publ ic-housi ng

projects are currently unable to provide additional

support services on an individual basis. Mo.;t sma11

lack adeo uate

to attain government-assisted

possess little in the way

institutions
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Lowns are in a "dependentrr position; they lack Èhe

revenue and human resources to consider having high-

1eve1 services. Their populations are undergoing

intense aging. This demographic truncaLion has resulted

from the out-migration of the more productive members

of society. The absence of vigorous community leadership

has resulted in an increased reliance on the public

spirit of the e1derly. A 1ow Lax base limits the

remote rural municipality I s ability to provide high-

grade infrastrucLures. Their economies suffer from

low levels of consunption and investment and limited

organízational complexity; a situation not easily

remedied. For many sma1l prairie tou¡ns, their main

ttraison 
d têtrett is service employment created by

government-sponsored facilities such as health care;

an economic base reportedly requi red to supply the

needs of the 1oca1 farm econonv.

The increase in farm cosLs and mechanization has

1Ímited the number of new entrants ínto agriculture.

Rationalization in the grain-handling system has

reduced Lhe need for many sma11 grain elevators and

rail branch 1ines. Deregulation in highway trans-

portat ion is undermining the economic viability

sma11-town service due to the reduced abilitv

trucking and bus firms to cross-subsidize lower-paying

routes with Lhe profits formerly obtained on regulated

of

of



main-route servÍce. sma1l towns may require some

type of transport subsidy to encourage continuation
of service in a deregulated rnarket..

There is a need for policy which can firmly decide

which communities should receive governnent investment.s

to ensure or enhance their survivability. The following
chapter outlines Lhe data problems and planning challenges
confront ing government allocation efforts in general ,

and elderly publl.c/non-profit housing provision in
sma1l centres in parËicular. current strategies
which aim at creating an equitable distribution of
units throughout the province may need to be replaced
by a more carefully conceived and informed locational
policy. The relationship between residential density
and cost / erfectiveness of service delivery raises
many important issues. planners need to devel0p

test models of support services which can be applied
t.o other rural areas with similar communÍties which

lack resources ' space and community infrastructure
(zanpre1li, 1983). Yet, however effective our research
may be in producing the desired policy framework

for future allocation efforts, it must be recognized

that such planning decisions do not occur in a vacuum,

but must reflect public and political acceptability.
ln addition, there are a number of differenL government

agencies operaËing within the same sphere of influence,

63
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often leading to fragmented and i11-focused decision-

making on rural problems (Cloke, 1983:189) . trlhile

the need for improved rural planning and managemenL

is evident r âny measures proposed in this academic

work cannot be more comprehensive or ambitious than

what is presenLly a1lowab1e within existing institutional

contexts.



CHAPTER 4z

4.L Introduction

Rural cent.res in Southern Manitoba have a large over-

represenLation of elderly citizens and Lhis distribution

THE ASSESSMENT OF NEED & DEMAND FOR ELDERLY

is not expected to

run (CMHC , I983b).

proportion of the

o)

to increase into the next century, although the rate

of growth will be reduced somewhat during the 1990s.

However, their numbers will rise rapidly Lhereafter,

as the baby-boom generaLion reaches retirement. age.

I4lhile planning f or seniors t housing during the next

20 years without regard for the expected elderly boom

to fo11ow would appear negligent, present governments

must deal with the demand and resources available

now. The housing needs of the elderly residents of

sma11 rural centres p'resent policy makers with a variety

of challenges. These problems cannot always 'be answered

change drastically in the short

The number of elderly and their

population t s share, will conLinue

vía housing policy, although such efforts are key

elemenLs in an overall framework designed to enhance

Lhe prospects of future community viabiliLy (Carter,

1986: 1 ) .

Problems of housing quality and supply continue to

be more serious in rural areas than in urban. Close

to one-ha1f of the housing problems experienced in
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rural areas are not purely affordability problems

but require some sort of supply response (Task Force

on Program Review, 1gB5). l{hile housing projects
f or seniors have come to many sma11 tor4rns, many of
them are flawed and do not serve eiLher the residents
or Lhe community well (Hodge, 1994, 1gg6) . Few sma11

towns have public Lransportation and mosL shops and

communit.y services are clust.ered at the centre of
Lown. Yet many newly-constructed seniors r projects
tend to be locat.ed at the very edge of tor4rn for reasons

of land availability and expense. Many pasL mistakes
in boLh project design and location have resul_ted

from inadequate planning and expertise , at both the
local and upper government levers. prior to 1970,

public-sector housing policy was dominated by the
attitude that housing was best left to the operation
of the market p1ace, wíth the role of government being
largely consigned to a residual capaciLy. consequently,
both federal and provincial government s have only
recently begun to develop any real capacity to deliver
programs for social housing (BetLison, Ig75; Mercer,
7979).

The main problem facing the construcLion approach
to Lhe elderly housing question is that applicants
for governmenL assisted units constant.ly exceed available
resources. considerable uncert.ainty exists among



municipal officials and non-profit sponsor groups

as to the nat,ure of the project approvals and few

clear guidelines have existed for the allocation of

projects on either a loca1 o r î egional scale. fn

the past, most. projects, except proposals for Lotally

unacceptable sit.e locations or those not meeLing cost

criteria outlined in NHA funding provisions, generally

have been approved since, even ín the most marginal

locations, the supply of units for the elderly has

rarely meL the demand (Mercer, I97g:118).
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Community organizations and sponsor groups which supply

services to seniors have t.raditionally been beLLer

organized and have possessed greater capabÍlities

to mobiLi-ze resources when locat.ed in larger cent.res.

As a result, there has been a greater concentrat.ion

of these services in large torn/ns, leaving sporadic

access to services in outer areas. Planners and developers

are usually located in larger Lowns and cities. They

pay great.er attention to objective indicators of community

viability and development potenLial. An unr¡/ritt,en

assumpt.ion seems t.o be that

in population are deteriorating

most programs will have 1itL1e

& Nasim, 797923) . As a resulr,

written off as not viable if

smal1 and particularly if they are

communities declining

in such a manner t.hat

or no impact ( Haynes

many centres are simply

their populations are

declining.



Sma11 Lor{rns, especially those with populations of

less than 1 000 residents , usually lack sufficient

viabí1ity and growth to attract private invesLment

to help ansv/er housing needs. Since they are less

attracLive to private developers, they require increased

public efforts to halL the slide into stagnat ion

(Carter, 1986:1 ). Decentralization of public services,

however, raises concerns abouL Lhe long-term costs

and the viabiliLy of publicly-funded projects placed

in remote/declining villages (SHC, 1983). The majoriry

of t.hese locat.ions can be character ized as having

very 1ow capabilities in planning for, and management.

of, growth and developmenL, since few possess the

administrat.ion staff with qualifications necessary

Lo handle such decision making (I{oods , Gordon, 1980

7 -73) .
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The rising expectations and demands of the rural
populaLion, and the increased penetrat.ion of information

regarding bet.ter amenities and opportunities, real

or imagined, in larger centres have sustained Lhe

depopulat.ion phenomenon occurring in rural areas.

As populat.ions decline in sma1l cent,res, f ewer services

are demanded 1oca11y and this lowers Lhe threshold
1eve1s at which services can be promoted, resulting

in declining aLLract.iveness for further employment

and service activities. Added to this is the imoacr



of mobility

1eve1s of private and public t.ransportation services

as a consequence of Lhe lower cost-effectiveness of

service delivery (C1oke, 1983:40).

deprivation.

Government agencies will continue to be actively involved
in providing modest., affordable seniors I accommodat.ions

in smal1 centres where privaLe builders have been

hesitant to ent.er the market. unf ort.unately, many

previous effort.s have suffered from weak analytical
f oundations, f ailing to underst.and the int.eract.ions

between housing programs and oLher social, economic

and demographic processes (Moore & clayworthy , r977:228) .

The resulLs have often been unexpected failures due

to unforseen changes in insLitutional environments.

1oca1 econonies, and individual preferences.
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Fringe areas receive lower

The following section examines the problems faced

by government. housing agencies in assessing the need

and demand f or assisted seniors I housing unit.s i_n

smal1 southern Manitoba communities. Attention will
be given to problems and faults in the information
system used by analysts in their attempts to define
market. areas and target. groups, measure housing needs

and assess market condit.ions. The chapter will also
outline issues in elderly housing project proposal

analysis and discuss how communit.y size influences
projecr viability.
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4.2 Methods Used For D.t"rrilire Arsisred E
c"tiorrs

4.2.1 Introduction

Bef ore GMHC' I^linnipeg or Manitoba Housing can proceed
wÍth the approval of an elderly housing proposal,
various analyses rnust be performed Lo identify priority
or primary need groups who are experiencing certain
forms of housing deprivation; the major criteria being
affordability and. housing quality (MHRC, 1984c).
Allocation decisions are usually based on the determinat.ion
that a substantial number of persons are inadequately
housed. These conclusions may be based on the analysL r s

inLuition or knowledge of a particular market area,
and by the analysis of waiLing lists an d/ or published
statistics which affect the housing market, and/or
by detailed need and demand studies.

4.2.2 Faults In the Infornation Svstem

The need for updaLed and disaggregaLed 10ca1 data
bases stems from the desire t.o relat.e analyses of
structure and change t.o the specific charact.eristics
of 1oca1 populations and 1ocal institutions and from
the requirement s of 1oca1 decision-makers to identify
the mosL needy clientele and major problem areas (Moore
& Publicover , rgTg:r49). The major sources of housing
inf ormat,ion in Canada come f rom:

( 1 ) statistics canada occupied housing statistics,
such as population and housing characteristics,



available at five year intervals;

(2) CMHC published staListics such

sLarLs, released monthly, and

analyses;

( 3 ) residential building permit s compiled monthly

by towns, municipaliLies and Statistics Canada;

(4) various government departments: generally

of sma11 scale and duration, useful primarily

for 1oca1 research:

7L

( 5 ) 1oca1 information from such sources as : housing

auLhorities, realtors, housing sponsor

organizations, and community service agencies

(Biernacki, L976; CMHC, L984).

Social indicat.ors, obtained by government , agency

or academic surveys, also provide information useful

Lo policy-makers for resource-maximizi-ng decisions

and for political and bureaucratic needs.

as dwelling

CMHC market

Housing researchers face a number of difficulties

in organi zi-ng and integraLing Lhe various daLa sources.

For example, accessing confidential material such

as health services informat.ion, tax ro11s, or motor

vehicle daLa is often hampered by concerns over the

invasion of privacy. Census data becomes outmoded

within thlo to three years, often before they are released

with a detailed 1oca1 breakdown. In the past,

classifications between CMHC and Statistics Canada



have suffered from inconsist.encies and have not remained

the same over t,ime either in form or application
(Biernacki, 1976tI-2) . Simple comparative and time

series analyses are, accordingly, difficult t.o accomplish

and results from such studies mighL be considered

suspect. ClassíficaLions may be inadequate for the

purpose of identifying critical departures in housing

supply and could obscure differences in exísting house

Lypes beLr^reen province or regions.
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subjective social indicat.ors, derived from a person t s

or.{rn perceptions of his quality of 1if e, of ten lack

int.ernal consistency in 1eve1s of experience. Considerable

variaLion will be expressed by social r economic,

demographic and geographic population sub-groups

(Carley, 1981 :4I) . For example, research involving

elderly respondents musL cope with Lhe diminished

capacity among seniors as respondents. Over Lime

they suffer sensory decline, language erosion and

illness (Havens, 1983242). Surveys of the elderly
musL cope with ttcohort. effects t , where descriptive

staLement.s from differing age groups are not. necessarily

reflective of the aging process but may be ínfluenced

by differences in culLural backgrounds ( Botwinick,

1983: 6 ) .

EstimaLing future housing demand i s highly dependent
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on populaLion forecasLs. lnter-provincial or inter-
regional- populat ion forecast s are highly volatile
and unpredict.able, with f ew tr.ends in the sense of
regular and continuing relationships (Bourne & simmons,

r979:43). Elderly migration musL be rerared ro the
problem of designing and delivering services and províding
adequate access to facilities. However, populatíon
extrapolations tend to be strongly influenced by the
most recent events and become less and less reliable
the further they are extended into the future. A

reversal 0f some 10ng-standing trend may substantially
modify the projected growth pattern of a centre or
region, leading to entirely unreasonable forecasrs
and misplaced expecrations ( rbid, p. 43) . Although
the participation of the elderly in the process of
migration in canada has been well studied (Rowe &

Pong , r97B; shulman, 19BO) , r¡/e have no data available
on moving or migrat.ion Íntentions. trrre have only the
after-the-facL data on people who have moved, and

Lhese data are Loo generalized and lack detail (Marsha11,

1981:15). hle require more work to be done on the
patterns found in elderly migration. surveys must

gather data on migration (or non-migration) intentions
in order to separate independent life-sLy1e choice
moves from moves tied to the geographic location of
family, and from return migrant.s who are moving back

to the farm community of their youth ( stone, 1981 ;



Marsha11, 1981).

Planners must use what resources are available for

estimates of need and program designs. UnfortunaLely,

the quality and reliability of planning information

has 1ed Lo neglecLed sub-groups, inefficienL delivery

systems and service design packages which are often

inappropriaLe at the time they are implímented (Moore

& Publicover, 1-979). It is possible that such aggregated

Lype models of housing demand are inappropriate, and

effort.s ai-med at a more micro-sca1e or sub-group 1eve1

are the only ones worth pursuing.

4.2.3 Defining Market Areas
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Most elderly

occupant.s from

and a group

sen].ors g]-ve

move to the

persons t housing projects will att.ract

a limited area, for example, a Lown

of nearby villages and hamlets. Many

up their farms to Lheir children and

retirement process ( Keating , 1980) . The elderly with

housing needs do have specific locational preferences

and an elderly persons t housing pro ject, no mat,t.er

how desirable, may not. be attractive enough to ent.ice

them alüay f rom their tthome" communit,y (CMHC, 1984:7).

Research suggests that the elderly often feel a srrong

emotional att.achment to Lheir communities and that

unfamiliar areas can lead to wiLhdrawal and loneliness.

h/hen elderly individuals uproot and relocate, they

nearest communit.y, in a gradual protracted



t end to rely more on social , nedical and ot,her

institutional support.s because Lhey have moved away

from the informal network of family and friends
(Andreae, 7978222 Baldwin, IgB4:29).

As noted above, without knowing more about why t.hese

people (e1der1y) move, it is difficult to determine
the need for government-assisLed housing in a particular
area. Idhile sma11 towns tend to be a f avoured locat,ion
for many retiring rural seniors, the introduction
of an elderly persons t housing project into the future
of a sma11 town can have several different kinds
of impacts. Housing stock will be enlarged and

diversified. New services may be required and additional
community resources may need to be mobi lized (Hodge,

7984:104). Assessment of market areas should briefly
describe the social and economic conditions of the
area. This should include such items as population
and household growt.h palterns, and prospects for
economic developrnent. and jobs. These reports should
set the context for more detailed discussions of incomes,

affordability problems, housing demand and market

supply.

4.2.4 Defining The Target Group

In order Lo ful1y assess Lhe merits of a proposed

elderly persons t housing project, an analysis must,

be made of the rocal elderly t 
" living conditions.
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rnformation is requíred about the síze of the specific
need group in Lhe market area; for example, those
seniors who caflnot afford specific rent revels wit.hout
spending a burdensome share of their incomes (cMHc,

1984: B) . There are notable risks in aLtempting ro
project a trend for Lhe number of loca1 elderly who

will establish their oh¡n households even after the
death of a spouse. Dire econonic strait s might force
a return Lo more historic arrangenents where Lhe elderly
enjoyed Lhe benefiLs of income in kind received from
family members and non-cash income generat.ed by a

household for its own consumption (stone & Maclean.
I979273).
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The analysis must identify the potential client group
in terms of the characteristics which distinguish
group members as being in need of assisLance, and

then pro jecL their hisLorical and,/ or expected gror.vth

patterns in order to establish the poLential demand

for assisted housing within t.he market. area. Recent
feder ar/ pr ovincial initiatives have atLempted t,o target
seni-ors I units on Lhe basis of demonst.rated need,
as indicated by observable housing indices and 1ow

1eve1s of elderly persons t housing services (cMHc,

r9B4; Manitoba Housing, 1985a, 1986) . However, the
budgetary restraints imposed by oLt,awa over the last
two years have created the need for a more pragmatic
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approach, l.lrith greaLer emphasis put on targeting uni-ts

t.owards those of gteatest need (Government of Carrada,

1985:4; CMHC, 19B6zI2). All eligíb1e applicants must

meeL designaLed 1ow income cut-offs or have special

purpose needs. However, t.hese income limits will

lead to problems of horizonLa1- equity, where t.wo households

in essenLially the same circumsLances receive widely

varying treatnent,. Many wíth incomes marginally beyond

Lhe eligibiliLy requirements end up paying market

prices for often substandard housing, while others

slightly below the income limits, get enjoy ne\¡/

housing at below market renLs (So1omon, 1974217;

Burchell & Listoke, L977: 3Bl ) . There are also quesLions

as to the idea1-/optimal 1eve1 aL which to set the

income qualifications. Should they be the same throughout,

regardless of market conditions? The higher the limiLs

are set :for determining the client group, the greater

the 1eve1 of aggregaLe public subsidy required due

to the increased number of potential clients.

For each budgeL year , a specific number of assisLed

elderly housing units has been allocated by boLh governmenL

housing agencies in ManiLoba. Specifíc cenLres are

identified as poLential unit / project recipienLs and

sLudíes are performed to estimate the degree of urgency

of the housing requirements. The methods used Lo

establish Lhis need are ouLlined in the following

sub-sections.
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4.2.5 Measurinq Housins Needs

Housing needr âs a concept, is meant. to define a numerical

def iciency . in existing housing stock. Ty¡rica11y,

the shortage is measured by looking at the number

of deteriorated or delapidated st.rucLures, the number

of overcrowded units and the frequency of overpayment

in renL in a particular area (0ben1and & Blumenthal,

L97B:15). Usually a market area will show an overall

need several Limes greater t.han Lhe number of assisLed

elderly housing units being considered. This is because

part of the deficiency can be solved by programs other

than ner,\I const.ruction. Programs involving rent./income

supplements, housing rehabiliLation grants, and homecare

services can help to reduce the overall demand for

congregate living

their objecL of

home s .

Useful data and resources used in

for estimating the need for elderly

facilities include:

facilities by aiding seniors in

living independently in their own

(1) vacancy rates and waiting lists

facilities (EPH etc.);

(2) frequency of use andf or overall

at congregate meal facilities;

( 3) frequency of use or demand for meals

home care, andfor health care;

housing analyses

persons t housing

aL 1ocal

attendance

on wheels,
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(4) availability and pattern of use of 1ocal

specialized transportation for Lhe e1der1y.

Officials aL CMHC hlinnipeg and Manitoba Housing realize

Lhat they musL remain open to evidence of need and

demand brought forward by 1oca1 community groups reflecting

1oca1 circumst.ances. Allocations cannoL be made purely

on the basis of statistical indicaLors, but musL also

incorporate submissions provided by 1oca1 groups which

have formed part of Lhe queue for housing unit allocations

for often lengLhy periods of time (CMHC, 1-984). These

group percepLions are usually based on personal knowledge

and underst.anding of loca1 community needs. However,

initial enthusiasm to have a seniors t housing project

const.ructed may cause community groups to over-esLimat.e

the actual demand (Gibson & F1ood, I9B2).

ApplicanLs for existing elderly housing units are

usually queued on waiLing lists held by 1oca1 housing

authorities, the existing seni-ors t housing facility,

1oca1 health care officials, and/ or with sponsor groups

with proposals for housing project expansions or new

consLruction. Raw waiting lists tend to over-estimate

demand by equating each name on the list with the

need to construct. a neï/ units. Lists must be refined

to account for fact.ors which would alter the actual

1evel of demand. Many of the applicants will have

incomes beyond the threshold 1eve1s set for public-



housing occupancy. 0thers, with moderately-higher

incomes, may noL be prepared Lo pay the 257"-of-income

rent 1eve1s, and may refuse enLry. Some of the applicant

names have been put on the 1íst by relat,ives and,

when interviewed, it becomes evident Lhat t,hese seniors

have 1ítt1e intention of surrendering their homes

until death or incapacity. Also , a number of the

so-ca11ed ttyoung-o1dtt have put their names on waiting

lisLs as a form of insurance. They are planning to

move into Lhe seniors I facility at some point ttin

the f ut.urerr, when health necessitates. For many of

this group, the time when they will actually desire

to move int.o a unit may be more than a decade ah¡ay.

öU

Housing analysts must. also consider a wide range of

published stalistics and housing market indicators

in order to estimate the degree of shortage in suiLable,

affordable accommodations for Lhe e1der1y. However,

such data alone will noL indicaLe exactly what the

ttmarket areatr of a proposed building encompasses.

Detailed need and demand sLudies musL be provided

Lo ensure those funding the project that an eligible

client group exists and that they are prepared Lo

move in upon compleLion of the structure (MHRC, 1983) .



Affordability is considered the most significant means

of establishing need for housing assistance due to

its reliability of *uu"rrr". 1 Measures of housing adequacy,

in terms of physical condition, and suitability ( crowding)

are difficult to use effectively or operationarj-ze

into reliable indicaLors of need since they are somewhat.

arbit.rary and based on personal t.asLes and cultural
preferences. Establishing who among the potential

client group have affordability problems can prove

to be an arduous task. current. income, part.icularly

for the near e1der1y, is noL considered a reliable
guide t.o f uture earnings. rncome st.atement.s provided

by the elderly may not account for accumulated wealth

(Miron, 7983:32). The elderly are generally suspicious

of surveys, particularly those conducted by governmenL

bodies. Figures given for both income and assets are

frequently understated by a margin of 20 to 352" (Ellingham

et a1., L984:13). They often lend money ro their children
for home purchases and do not report. Lhe income for
Lax purposes. Hence, they actually do have something

to hide. similarly, Lhe elderly are often concerned

that in order t.o qualif y f or various types of assist,ance,

including Lhat of public or non-profit housing, Lhey

musL have few asseLs, so again their response is to
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1 For example: those paying more than 252 of income
on rent; those wiLh less than average incomes or those
with incomes below specific cut-offs.



turn over to their children such asseLs that t.hev have.

Although seníors t average incomes are less t.han the

average for all income groups, they are relatively

comparable in living standards. These individuals

usually have no children to supporL, have to make few

major capital acquisitions, benefit from lower housing

cosLs due to lack of mort gage debt and their life-sty1e

changes do noL require the costs incurred by younger

people raising families and working every day

(Ibid., p. 74).
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hlhile the majority of the rural elderly are homeowners,

many e1der1y, part.icularly in larger cenrres, rent

private accommodations which exceed 257" of their incomes.

An analysis of housing need must examine rent 1eve1s

in relat.ion to incomes. In forecasting demand, the

housing analyst must project incomes of renter households

and then calculate what might be an ttaf f ordabletr rent.

This is particularly important in private non-profit

elderly seniors I housing proposals, where the analysis

must determine if Lhere is a clientele available who

are both willing and able to pay near tfmarket.tf rent.

levels. The basic question is: how do v/e measure

housing demand and how do prices and incomes shape

this demand, and how are these related to the ability

to find substitute accommodations (Miron, 1983: 1 ) ?

As noted above, the construcLion of a quality measure



for housíng need ís plagued by an indexing problem;

for example, what weights are to be given to different

attributes of Lhe housing bundle ( Ibid. , p. 6 ) ? In

terms of affordability, there is a difference beLween

abí1iLy to pay and willingness to pay. The former

is strictly a normative question based on percentage

of income. However, the latter is a behavioural question

which presumes that there is a rent beyond which the

household will prefer another dwe11ing. The problem

faced by many elderly renLers in sma1l rural centres

B3

is that alternative units

aL any price.

Detailed need and demand surveys attempt to provide

re1iab1e, in-depth data regarding affordability and

housing quality variables (MHRC, 1984b ) . The survey

methodology at Manitoba Housing, developed in the early

1980s , used a poinL system to rate applicant s for a

proposed housing project in Lerms of: income, housing

adequacy and suitability, lack of services (utilities) ,

Lenure, rent /housing cosL burdens, physical handicaps,

urgency of housing requirements, and willingness Eo

relocate (Manitoba Housing, 1985a). These surveys

attempted to determine how many of the 1oca1 elderly

are simply not available

were interest.ed in moving into the proposed accommodations,

and when. Further. it wished to establish whether

their decision was based on income problems, ability



to se11 or renL present dwe11íng, poor health or time

frame of availability; how much applicants r{ere willing/ab1e

Lo pay for rent.s; and how many required renL-geared-

Lo-income uniLs. Prelimínarv recommendations rrrere

generally based on Lhe number of applicants who \^/ere

ttpoint-ratedtt at definite or extreme need with regard

to housing cosL burden and/or housing inadequacy, and

urgency of housing need as expressed by their intenLions

to move into Lhe required accommodations wiLhin one

year (Manitoba Housing, 1985b). AcLual recommendations

have been lower or higher depending on factors such

as: turnover raLes in existing/nearby facilit.ies,

availabiliLy and appropriateness of oLher rental housing,

the 1oca1 housing market and the economic prospecLs

and growth potential of the community.

B4

ManiLoba Housing's 1986 need and demand survey methodology

differs from previous years in that all eligíb1e applicants

musL meet designated 1ow income cut-offs at $13,000

per year for singles and $14,500 for couples. The

point system used in previous years has been subverted

by approvals based on the expressed willingness of

the applicants Lo move within one year, âtd those ready

Lo move who are within the income guidelines (Manitoba

Housing, 1986) .
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TABLE 4.L EPH NEED & DEMAND SURVEY RESULTS. SOUTHERN

Number of Communities Surveyed

Number of Applicants Surveyed

Number of Applicants Defíned as ttin nqedt'
and Requiring Units h/ithin 0ne \ear'

Number of Units Approved or Recommended

RaLio of Applicants Surveyed to
Applicantsttín needtt

RaLio Applicants Surveyed to
Units Recommended

Ratio Applicants ttin needtt to
UníLs Recommended

MANTTOBA 7985/19861

1

2

Source: Manitoba Housing (1985a, 1986)
NB: 1985 criteria of "needt' based on point system

while 1986 criteria is based on íncome a1one.

1985

L2

355

B6

6I

.24

.r7

.7r

The results displayed in Table 4.1 suggest that abandoning

the point-raLíng sysLem of evaluating Lhe relative

need of applicants for housing assistance in favour

of a sysLem based mostly on income and the expressed

desire to enter elderly housíng uniLs has not changed

the ulLimate ouLcome of the surveys in any dramatic

fashion. Although there hras a slight decline in the

proport ion of uniLs approved to applicanLs surveyed,

iL is difficult to assess whether the drop in approvals

r¡/as due to a more stringent meLhod of assessing applicants

or due t.o differences in housing service 1eve1s of

1986

13

360

to

/,a

.2L

.13

.63



the communities

in 1986.

Unit recommendations, as noled above , ãt e adjusted

to reflect market conditions, such as the availabiliLy

of subsLitute accommodations ín nearby 1oca1es, as

well as the perceived viability of the proposed locaLion.

hlhile there are a number of optional variables to be

included in a model of housing needs for t,he e1der1y,

the model itself has yeL Lo be developed. It will

require a more refined measure of housing needs in

t.erms of rationally evolved, concrete number of units

required based on sound daLa, analysis and methodology

(Andreae, I97B:65).

4.2.6 Assessins Market Conditions

surveyed in 1985

B6

versus those surveved

For agencies attempting to gain public sponsorship

for seniors I housi-ng proposals, iL is necessary to

demonst,rate that 1ocal market activity has not been

successful in supplying housing that meeLs the needs

of Lhe target, group and will probably not do so in

the near future (CMHC, L9B4:15). Market analyses should

attempt to define the market area of a proposed ptoject;

thaL is, iLs ttcatchment. zone" . It should evaluate

the area t s socio-economic st,ructure, êmployment. and

income forecasLs, provÍde demographic analyses and

projections of population and households in terms of



historic and present. trends.

condit.ions musL be considered

est.imat.es of effective

in terms of the rate of

migranLs, household moving

to another, vacancies due Lo household dissolving or

deat.hs, outmigration, changes in tenure, conversions,

demolitions and ne\¡/ unit construction (Fri_edmann, LgB2).

fn the case of private non-profit elderly persons t

housing proposals, CMHC r âs guarantor of the mortgage

funds used to finance such projecLs , requires market,

surveys to define Lhe ttlow endtt of market. rent.s which

help est.imaLe the pro jecL I s poLent.ial ttbase linett f or

income. In addition, CMHC must be assured thaL the

B7

Housing sLock and market

in terms of resale values.

demand and housing requirement.s

growLh in households, incoming

from one form of accommodation

proposed project could be

1oss, should the effort faí1.

sources such as statistics canada, CMHC, ManiLoba Bureau

of statistics (MBS ) , and Lhe realLor t s Multiple Listing

service (MLS), can provide much of the data required

for a market study. rnformation crucial to such analvses

include:

(1) Elderly persons' public/non-profit housing

service ratios (units/tOOO population of

elderly;

(2) Dependency ratios (working age/retired

population);

resold withouL significant



( 3 ) Number of applicants

available;

(4) Condition and age of 1oca1 housing stock;

(5) Number of renter occupíed units;

( 6) Income variables for households and individuals

aged 65+;

(7) Housing burdens or renL/income ratios;

(B) Community population growth;

(9) Growth in communíLy employment statistics;

(MHRC, 19B4a; CMHC, 1984).

BB

per EPH/NP units currently

Some of these data are noL fu11 y available in rural

areas and smal1 Lowns; in particular, realtor information

on recent resale values are lacking. However, such

transactions are a matter of public record and can

be obtained through provincial land Lít1es offices.

fn addition, missing or non-avaí1ab1e market indicators

can be supplemented by available published statistics.

The markeL analysís is twofold, considering both supply

of, and demand for, housíng units within a specified

area. In supply-side considerations, the aim is to

produce an estimate of Lotal replacement requirements.

Data is usually available from 1oca1 housing auLhorities,

realtors ¡ ârd municipal/town / ciluy offíces. In a sma11

town, a ne\¡¡ relatively-1arge subsidized housing pro ject

could impact severely upon both the rental and ohlnership

markets (CMHC, 1984:L6) . The housing sLock can be



scrut.inized in Lerms of :

( 1 ) The proportion of renLers to homeoü/ners compared

with other areas;

(2) IndicaLors of 1oca1

for particular Lypes of consLruction;

(3) The cosL of affordable "sLandardtr uniLs,

however defined, versus the cosL of rehabilitation

or conversion of suitable existing struct.ures

to desired elderly person t s housing standards;

(4) The suitability or adequacy of existing units,

for example, the number of units suitable

for conversion, existing EPH/NP uniLs, and

exisLing private suites and apart.ment.s.

The availability of rtsLandard't or suitable uniLs affects

Lhe question of effective and non-effective demand.

There may be available a large number of suitable private

apartmenLs, but renLs might be Loo high for seniors

living on pensíon a1one. Elderly persons t housing

goa1s, in this case, can be met through the application

of SAFER rent supplements to ease the rent burdens

or make the existíng housing affordable to the aged.

fn other areas, there may be no i-ncome problems among

the elderly, per se r buL t.here ex j-sts a shortage of

private apartmenL stock. In Lhis case, goals may be

achieved Lhrough consLruction subsidies to privaLe

builders who would otherwise not build in Lhese locations

wíthout some form of incenLive. Other markeLs mav

B9

trends and oreferences



contain a large number of

st.rucLures which can be

to suit the elderly at a

construction. This can be estimaLed through an analysis

of the existíng stock, t.he current strucLure and the

cost of conversion of exisLing units. Unfortunately,

many conversions are considered high risk by private

invesLors, since costs may not become evídent. until

the work has commenced. In sma11 rural market.s, where

private apartments and large structures suitable for

conversion are a premium, new elderly public/non-profit

construction may be Lhe only ansr¡/er. Private builders

will not enLer these market.s even with large incentives

because the rent strucLures are ínsuffícient to cover

costs (Friedmann, 1982; Fa1k, 1985).
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non-standard buL convertible

rehabilitated or remodelled

fraction of the cost of ner^r

Rural centres

resulting in an ever increasing need for replacement.

sLock. Also, the markeL values of such homes are

much less than in larger centr""l ( See Tabl e 4.2) .

This has a direct impact on elderly vendors. The

lack of suitable rent.al stock in these locations reflects

the undesirable nature of the market conditions for

developers and landlords. Young adults, who typically

have larger proportions of

1 Saskatchewan
market value
populations of
for homes in

Housing Corporation (1982) found average
of land and buildings in villages with
under 25O was 32.37" less than the average

towns of 10,000+ (Carter: 1986:I/2).

older housing,



rent. apartnents

1íve with their

(Stee1e, 1979).

sma11 numbers of

occasioned by changes in employment can create vacancies

and affect project viability. In addition ' incomes

and rents tend Lo be lower. Rural households have

Lraditionally paid less for housing and there is

substantial resistance to paying the high rents necessary

Lo support neI^I construction.

TABLE 4.TZ AVERAGE RENT STRUCTURES FOR SASKATCHETJAN

Centre Size Average Rent Range

Under 500 $150 $140 - $280

s00 999 $23s $170 - $¡zs
1000 -4999 $290 $200 $4s0

s000 + $310 $2s0 $sso

in larger communities, continue to

families due to sLronger kindred bonds

The rental market is made up of relatively

households, and even minor fluctuati-ons

9I

Source: Carter (1986:17 ) Data from SHC (1981) survey.

The top end of the range for rents in the smaller

centres is well short of the $450-$500 per uniL/month

required f or new const.ruction to break even. I^/ithout

considerable subsidy to either bring down the per-

unit. costs for builders or to raise t.he rent-paying

ability of sma11-town LenanLs ' the rent structures

evident in these sma11 centres will not support the

prices required for nevr construction.
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fn the demand-side considerations of a

the aim is to provide the potential

and non-effective demand

age and Lype r âod the ability of householders ( or

willingness) to pay market rents. The raLes of ner¡/

household format.ion, vacancy rates at exisLíng housing

projects, and the rate at which newly-constructed units

are absorbed into the markeL are good indicaLors of

the type of demand that prevail (CMHC, l9B4z77). However,

Lhere are numerous problems in predicting demand for

a part icular

For example,

by examining households by

project need Lo estimate the degree of in-migration

of seniors into the market area from outside regions.

Observers of inter-provincial elderly migration have

noted that patLerns are similar Lo the general population

but the rate of migration for seniors only approaches

that of the general population during near-retiremenL

years, and sharply declines thereafter (Shulman, 1980).

At Lhe more loca1 1eve1, marked deviaLions in the patterns

of elderly migration have been observed (Hemson, I9B4zL7) .

The variability in the way seniors relocate in rural

areas suggesLs that in order to underst.and what is

happening it is necessary to take a more in-depLh analysis

of the market area at the 1ocal or communiLv 1eve1

(Ibid., p.17).

market analysis,

future effective

housing type in a given markeL area.

sponsors of an elderly public/non-profit



LIhile manv sma11 centres

in population, the demand for housing uniLs within

these communities has not dropped proportionally.

This is due Lo a rising number of households, brought

about by declines in average household size and increasing

numbers of non-family households (Carter, 1986:7/2).

The amount of overall housing consumption in a given

market area will depend, in part, ofl the 1evel of income

received from government transfers, pensions r or private

sources such as investment.s or wages, or the dispersal
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in hlestern Canada

of privaLe financial assets. 0ther factors will include

labour force participation, unemployment , productivity

and performance of 1oca1 and regional industry, economies

and diseconomies of scale in the provision of services

to the e1der1y, and the ability to eff,ect the relative

transfer of resources from Lhe working-age populat.ion

to Lhe aged (Foot, IgB2:227).

are declining

Future demand for elderly persons t assisted housíng

in any 1oca1 markeL wí11 ultimately depend upon the

propensit.y of the elderly to f orm ner^r prívate households.

Household headship rates have a number of implications

for housing market behaviour since the \{ay in which

this population sub-group establishes or breaks household

ties and groups itself into housing demand units has

a st,rong impact on all forms of housing supply and

demand for elderly persons t housíng units (CMHC, 1983a;



Smith, 1984).

of forecasL Lo variations in household headship rates,

and that household headship rates are themselves endogenous

Lo the housing market, may lead to quite inappropriate

forecasLs and housing market policies (Smith, itgB4:187).

4.3 Proiect Proposal Analvsis

Failure Lo reco gníze the sensitiviLy

Intuition alone ís noL sufficient. a raLionale for

the development of a government-assisted housing project

f or seniors. I¡/hat is required, beyond the detailed

need and demand survey of project applicants, is a

form of "Lhresholdrt analysis which should attempt

to indicate project viability in terms of the population

required within the market or tttrading areatt to support

the additional services (Gibson & Flood, I9B2; Hodge

& Quadeer, 1983). Requests for private non-profit

rentals come from a variety of sources such as service

groups, church bodíes and non-profit organizations.

Proposals are referred to CMHC or provincial housing

agency research deparLments where a market. analysis

is used to determine the need for such a project in

the area. Initial factors to be considered include:

( 1 ) a general descríption of the proposed project

in terms of its design and uni-que characteristics;

(2) the proposed range of rents and occupancy

charges;

( 3 ) the proximity to other centres with similar

facilities:
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(4) the number and Lypes of busínesses and services

available in the communiLy and district;

( 5 ) the presence of hospitals and personal care

homes; and

( 6) the present supply

accommodations.

Applying sponsor groups must convince CMHC/Manitoba

Housing that the proposed project wi 11 provide the

besL quality shelter at minimum cost and the most

appropriate Lype of housing to meet the needs of the

intended clientele (CMHC, L9B3b). Proposals must meet

NHA requirements since CMHC must protecL itself from

amateurish efforLs which, in the past, have often resulted

from sma11-type proposals put forward by groups lacking

in organ izational expertise (SPChl , L975; Haire, Lg75) .

Sponsor organizat.ions must. demonsLrate capacities Lo

develop and successfully manage housing proiects on

a long-Lerm basis (CMHC, 1985a). Proposals must be

consistenL wiLh the identified needs and project objectives

must be achieved in a t.imely and cost-effective manner.
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and demand for rent.al

fn the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, public

bodies such as loca1 or municipal housing authorities

or town councils also make applications to the provincial

housing agencies for public or non-profit seniors t

units. Applications, along with supporting documentation

of need , âre reviewed by Manitoba Housing/SHC planning
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departments which recommend project approvals and the

number of units to be built ( SHC, 1983a ; Manitoba Housing ,

1985a, I9B6a). Sponsors must demonstrate firm evidence

of eligible clientele, who intend to occupy the proposed

project. For example, there is a need to discount.

a proportion of the ttyoungtt elderly homeor¡/ners with

good to moderate incomes. As noted in the discussion

on measuring housing need, many of these households

will express the intention to move into a project upon

its complet.ion, yet refuse entry when a unit is later

offered (Gibson & F1ood, L982; ManiLoba Housing, 1985a,

1986a ) . Similarly, the number of applicants may be

tempered by the proporLion willing or able to pay eiLher
ttmarket rentstt or rents based on 257" of income. The

ana 1 yst must consi der the ttgoing rat. ett f or sími 1ar

accommodaLion within t.he market area; a problem in

many rural market,s where no renLal units exisL.

The proposal musL also be able to produce uniLs within

a maximum price 1eve1. CMHC requires thaL each projecL

meeL target criteria on assessed cost-effect.iveness

(ACE) (CMHC, 1985a) . This is particularly difficulL

in sma1l-sca1e, remot.ely-locaLed pro jects. Srnaller-

scale housing project.s, such as duplex and quadraplex

sLruct.ures, tend to be more

larger 10 to 20-uniL frmot,elrr

sma11 rental projecLs for one

costly per

type. RaLher

client. group,

unit that the

than building

costs could



be reduced by creating slightly larger projecLs providing

shelter for the elderly and 1ow-to-moderate income

families and individuals. Such larger sLrucLures with

a mi-x of unit t.ypes on the same site would ensure a

more feasible price and would be nore flexible with

respect Lo changing demand within the community (Carter,

1986z28) . However, there tends to be greater resisLance

to family public-housing in many communities and Lhere

is also a relucLance among some seniors to occupy structures

which a1low non-e1der1y residents (ManiLoba Housing,

1986b , Zamprelli, 1986). If elderly persons' projects

are to be consLructed in sma11/remote locations r or

in what is often termed as non-competiLive markets,

the ACE guídelines must someLimes be compromised.

The inflated cosLs involved in building in these locations
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means thaL strict adherence Lo ACE criteria will Drevent

construction from occurring.

Serious considerations must

since the overlap in market or caLchmenL areas requires

a regional approach to the analysis (Hodge & Quadeer,

1983:L97). The naLural catchment area should be defined

ín terms of commercial- and/or social functions. If

the elderly relate to an area for shopping, rêcreation,

posLal and religious services, medical facilities,

eLc. , Lhey will also relaLe to iL for the provision

of housing (Gibson & F1ood, L982:71) . trühile the

be given Lo project location,



ttfair-sharetr criterion for unit. allocaLion, based on

housing units per 1000 populaLion of elderly wiLhin

bureaucraticallv-def ined

optimal services 1eve1s, it does provide a yardstick

Lo predict future need for seniors units if a particular

service ratio is to be maintained (CMHC, 1983a, 1985a) .

However, recent policy changes in program emphasis,

ar,ray f rom NHA Section 43 elde rIy public-housing and

toward SecLion 56. 1 public and privaLe non-profit elderly

persons t housing, have led to fewer, larger-scale projects

located in bigger communitieb (Regenstrief, 1984:16).

This has been Lhe result of declining 1eve1s of federal

9B

areas, does noL represent

funding for housing units which are totally funded

by 0ttawa and the provinces, leading Lo greater emphasis

on housing where community groups and private citizens

help to shoulder the cosL. It remains to be determined

as to whether some locations will end up being underserved

by these tactics.

4,4 Connunity Size and The Issue of Proiect Viabilitv

The allocation of

housing to sma11

which is tied to

viability and the

This, in turn, is

versus decent.ralization

In 15-to-20 years the

government-funded elderly persons t

rural communities presents a problem

the quesLion of long-Lerm community

Lhese centres will be declining, along with the general

size of proposed housing projecLs.

linked with the issue of centralization

of government-sponsored services.

elderly populations in many of
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populat.ion, resulting in a market that is smaller than

the one prevailing aL presenL. considering the lifespan

of a housing projecL, there is reason to fear that
a number of these units will sit vacanL in the fuLure

(CMHC , 7984; SHC, 1983c 223) .

sma11 towns generally have higher proport ions of e1der1y,

many with near or below poverty-1eve1 incomes and,

as such, should be a target of assistance programs.

However, sma11 villages and hamlets rarely have the

associated support services required by Lhe e1der1y,

particularly in advanced years. consequently, many

are forced Lo mígrat,e to nearby larger communiLies

to obtain the services Lhey require ( senior citizens
Provincial council, r977). The provision of services
to the e1der1y, in addition to subsidized housing,

in sma11 communities is hampered by the economies of
scale involved. It is more beneficial and cost-effective
to provide services to seniors housed in larger congregat.e

pro jecLs, which are generally locaLed in larger t.or,ùns.

Many sma11 centres are attempting to house existing
elderly residents from the communít.y and t.hose on nearby

farms and end the drift of thís population Lr¡ larger
towns. However, fu11 absorption of a 1 2-to-20 unit
seniors t project, for example, would probably require
Lhat a large proportion of the community t s aged be



prepared at one time to move into the ner^r f acility,

thereby putting consequent pressure on the existing

housing market. Ther allocation process, therefore,

requires a strategy where projects are oriented towards

locations where viability is 1ike1y (CMHC, 1984) .

However, the desire to place elderly housing project,s

in viable locations is 1ike1y to conflict with policy

goals which seek Lo allocate units based on demonstraLed

need and 1ow 1eve1s of EPH/NP services. Those cenrres

with the greatest need for assistance are usually

characterized by physical isolaLion, limited economíc

base , absence of vigorous leadership, t.runcated social

structures, and municipal infrast.rucLure problems

(Hodge & Quadeer, 1983:16; Regenstrief, I9t)4:48).

0ther communities ín need of housing assistance for

the aged are plagued by problems which are more

institutional in nature, stemming from a lack of RM

(Rura1 Municipality) initiaLive or commitment to

encouraging/approving elderly personst housing projecLs.
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Larger communities possess

RM organization, as well as

support services.

responsibility lies

areas, smaller Lowns and villages are definiLely less

at.t.ractive locations. If communiLy size is made a

factor in determining their involvemenL, quesLions

For provincial agencies whose

providing EPH projects to provincial1n

more economic clout and

betLer physíca1 and social



arise as Lo what are to be the minimum project or community

sizes and what are the implications of such policies

for sma11 communities beyond stríct1y the housing con-

siderations (Manitoba Housing, 1985b). The majority

of the elderly in sma11 centres are unwilling to migraLe

from their home communities. They eiLher cannot afford

to leave or feel uncomfortable wiLh the idea of living

in a larger town or city (Manitoba Housing, 1985a,

1986a; RegensLrief , 1984:49).
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Current practice with regard to Lhe placement of elderly

persons t housing projects by Manitoba Housings I Planning

Division gives some consideration to the question of

community viability. However, most decisions are based

on past experience and induction. In assessing Lhe

merits of private non-profit elderly persons t housing

proposals, both sponsors and Manitoba Housing must

be able t o predict what rent 1eve1s Lhe residents will

be willing or able Lo pay for the proposed accommodations.

As noted above, this is particularly difficult if thère

is no comparable private rental apartment.s to provide

the analysis with an indication of what the market

will bear. As noted by an 0nLario study by Gibson

and Floor ( ]-9B2) , sma11-town sponsors often lack Lhe

ability to ful1y evaluate the balance between those

potential t. enan t s who can pay tt1 ow endtr r ent. s and Lhose

requiring addiLional rental assi-stance. This reouires



a sufficient comDrehensíon of the

rent revenues and the subsidv

order to ensure the production of

proposal.

Efforts to bríng some measure of objectivity to Lhe

decision-making process can be hampered by political
ttarm twisLingtt at the ministerial 1eve1s. A saskatchewan
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st.udy noted that some 1oca1 governments are more active

in soliciting their members of the legislature (MLA)

for housing units and also know how to ttpluy the systemtt

better than others. The result is frequently a continual

demand for housing from some locations; ând the receiving

of projecLs by virtue of Lheír prominence andf or insisLence

(SHC, 1983b:11).

relationships between

dollars available in

a v/e 1 1-funded proj ec t

The NDP governments of Manitoba developed a "Stay

0ption'r policy over Lhe last 15 years, although brief1y

interrupted by the 1977-81 Lyon government, which fostered

the not.ion Lhat rural ManiLobans should receive a uniform

1eve1 of governmenL and socía1 services regardless

of their location or the cosL of provision (Province

of ManiLoba , L973a). A posÍtive aspect of Lhis policy

is Lhat the elderly are allowed to remain in their

community of choice; Lhe one in which they presently

reside. This has obvious social and economic benefits

for Lhe entire community. In Lerms of housing policy,



iL is seen as desirable Lo achieve an equitable distribution

of social housing units among the planning regions

of the province. Such ttf air-sharett allocation tactics

raise íssueS of communit.y-size variations in the assessment

of elderly persons t housing service 1eve1s. For example,

the Interlake region appears, on paper ' to be well

served in urban areas ( see Tables 5-1e ) . fn fact,

in comparison with the rest of Southern Manitoba, the

region has the greatesL need in the smaller rural

communities. The ratio of uniLs to population of elderly

in the town of Selkirk is quite high and tends to mask

the 1ow levels of services in the region as a whole

(CMHC , 1984).
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Elderly public and non-profit housing projecLs face

risks similar to those of private aparLment buí1ders.

Many sma11 centres are declining in population and

every indicaLion suggests they will conLinue to do

so. Housing projecLs require an inveslment spread

over 25-34 years. Such a long term commiLment is noL

always viable when demand for a projecL may dísappear

in 10-t o-25 years (CarLer , 1986227) . Belief in a free-

market economy might well be 1ogically extended into

a policy of allowing market forces to run their course.

This would result in rural servíces being supplied

from profÍLab1e locations, and sma11 rural centres



r4rould receive even

(C1oke, 1983:176).

4.5 Conclusions

The process of providing government subsi dízed housing

for the elderly involves a host of actors, regulators

and approving bodies, leaving a great deal of room

for poor judgements. The process is 1iab1e to produce

disparate outcomes and the longevity of physical projecLs

can haunt decision makers, since poor project locations

can rarely, if ever, be recitified (Hodge, 1-9B4:99).

r04

fewer resources

To date, t.he entrepreneurial sector, particularly

in remote rural locations, has not attempted to fill

Lhe demand for seniors I rent.al apartments, leaving

most of the effort to be performed by public bodies

and private non-profit organizatuions. Due Lo greater

restrictions on social housing funds, provincial and

federal agencies have attempted to refine their allocation

procedures, in order Lo target benefits to locations

of great.est need. Long-term demand for elderly persons t

housing in rural areas must. be monitored close1y,

and the question of long-term viability of housing

pro ject.s in smal1 cent.res requires increased analysis.

The commiLment of long-term projecls to sma11 and

remote locat ions face s the r i sk o f underuti l-j-zat ion

in the near future, should these locations fail to

than at Dresent.



prosper as communities. Project designs may have

to be given greater flexibility in order to a11ow

for various types of tenanLs in the future. A1so,

an increasing proportion of elderly households will

be aspiring to higher quality, índependent lifestyles,

leading to an increased rejection of older sLyles

of elderly public-housing and a greater demand for

modern, high-ameniLy apartment units (Ellingham et

a1. , I9B4zI4) .

10s

Groups wishing to sponsor elderly persons t housing

proposals must acknowledge thaL their efforts cannot

be made without regard for a wide range of external

market factors. Sponsors must examine Lhe location

of their proposed housing project, the current activity

in the housing market, as well as pasL and present

economic conditions. The analysis must also inspect

activitíes in nearby market areas which might influence

dernand, such as ner^/ housing subdivisions, competing

housing facilities for Lhe elderly and housing resale

market.s. 0nce the cat.chmenL area is def ined, sponsors

must complete a detailed need and demand analysis which

examines the market area Lo be served, poLentiar c1ient.s,

their incomes, abiliLy to se11 their homes, Lheír

health, and the time frame of their avaílabi1ity as

Lenants. rn the case of private non-profit proposals,

profiles should identify how many people will require



rental subsidies

relationship between

In order t.o forecast

an accurate field

will be required

The main question which faces the planners of elderly

persons t public and non-profit housing facilities

resLs on determinaLion of the proporLion of the aged

population requiring assistance with housing. I,rIhile

several Itrule of thumbtt figures are used to estimat.e

the degree of assisted housing required in any gíven

area, they are noL based on any particular rationale

or on detailed sLatistical calculations. The overall

percentages produced cannot differenLiate what part.

of the elderly population would be best served by

EPH projects, other types of housing, income supports

or increased social services. Published numerical

data often distort the nature of demand for EPH services.

For example, population sLatisLics will count the

residents of exisLing congregate elderly persons t

facilities in a cornmunity and may provide a distorted

view of the proportion of elderly living in the area.

rt is also difficult to predict whether the traditionally

non-mobile elderly will move to larger communities

or remain in declining areas and suffer increased

social deprivat.ion as goods and services withdraw

and sponsors must comprehend Lhe

rent revenues and subsidy do1lars.

the demand for the proposed service,

survey of all potential applicants

in order t.o amass reliable daLa.
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to the relative

1983:172).

The limited amount of funds available for the creat ion

of government-subsidized apartments for Lhe elderly
can satisfy only a sma11 portion of the poËential

demand for such housing. consequently, EpH/Np housing

is a realistic option for only a sma11 percentage

of the e1der1y. Providing addit,ional se,rvic:e:s' to
seniors may prove t.o be just as effective an alternative
to providing housing. However, it is difficulr to
differentiate what part of the total need is best

served by EPH and other types of housing versus those

who might be encouraged to remain living independently,

in their ohrn homes, with the aid of meals on wheels,

minor home maintenance, income supplements, yard work,

home care, home making, and counselling services.
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security of large centres (C1oke,



CHAPTER 5:

5. I fntroduction

This chapter examines the distribution of government-

assisted seniors t housing units allocated in Southern

Manitoba during the period rgTo to 19g6. Northern

Manitoba is excluded from Lhe analysis partly because

it Ís an area with housing problems different from

southern areas, and in part because there are other
actors, such as rndian & Northern Affairs canada ( rNAc) ,

providing housing to specific client groups. rn addÍtion,
activity in the lrtinnipeg cMA is also ignored since
the study centres on the problems faced by the sma11-

town aged. rn the anarysis of allocations by provincial

Planning Region, some daLa for the major urban centres
are included; for example, units allocated under the
public and private NHA sections 15, 15. 1 and 56. 1 .

Allocations under the Rural and Native (RNH) program

are, for the most part, a sma1l-town phenomenon.

5.2 4 Gege."+hictl Pets .'" on Horrjne urir proui"iott
For the Elderlv

ASSISTED
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ELDERTY
SOUTHERN MAN

The perspective of this research

geographical; concerned with who

and possibly, how. The stress on

geographer's preoccupation with spatial
in this case government-sponsored elderly housing units,
and embraces the process of distribution as well as

project is essentially

gets what, where,

where underlies the

or areal inequality,



the facts of spatial inequality ( smith, r97g:1g) .

rt is assumed that the Province of Manitoba t s allocation
policies (NDP adminisrrarions 197O-77, l9g1-g6) have

been based on rtequít,yrr consideratons as outlined in
its Stav 0ption Policv (Province of Manitoba z I9Z3a).1

These measures were designed to lower the gap that
exists in social-services provision between prosperous

and declining regions. such programs assume that
intervention in areas recog nized as deserving special

treatment should reshape the geography of opportunity
to effect a more equitable spread of activities, rewards

and saEisfactions which would otherwise tend to gravitate
to more densely-populated areas (coates et a1., rg77:21g),

2r9) .
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The question of how these benefits come to be unevenly

distributed is a complex one. There is risk in over-
emphasizing the importance of spatial variation; for
example, in the distribution of social-housing services,
and in over-stressing the role of spatial organization
in the process of unequal distribution (smith, rgTg:19).
The investigation must inevitably involve the introduction

1 CMHC allocation strategies will
the overall discussion, but are
analysis of ASH distribuLion within
which are defined by the province
underLones at the Provincial 1eve1.

be considered in
not central to the
Lhe Planning Regions,

and have political



of matters conventionally viewed

" soci o logi ca1 tt or tt po1 i Ë icaltt a s o pposed

This will depend upon the standards

the need for assistance versus the

the government has been

electoral chances in the

rewarding its supporters
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The statistical analysis to fol1ow will examine the

allocations of provincially, and in some cases federally,
sponsored elderly persons t public and private/public

non-profit housing units t o r27 selected southern

Manitoba communities on a yearly basis, for the period

r970-1986. The merhodology will arrempr ro identify
certain community characteristics, such as size, popuration

of seniors, functional complexity, location r present.

1eve1 of public-housing services for the e1derly, or

political stripe, which might enhance or diminish a

centre t s chances of attaining additional EpH facilities
in a given year, during the study period. Some of

the issues to be addressed in the analysis regarding

the allocat.ion process include the conundrums exDressed

be1ow.

( 1 ) Are the larger, functionally-complex communities

more 1ikely to achieve higher ratios of EpH

services to population of elderly since these

towns are viewed as better locations to serve

concerned with improving its

region( s) in question or

(Coates et a1. , L977 z2I9) .

as tteconomictt,

to geographical.

used to measure

extent to which



the elderly t s need or are the smaller locations
more 1ike1y to achieve the higher service
ratios ( or EPH location quotients ( LQ's ) )

due to their greater need for accommodations?

Are centres which are closer to major centres
(ie: population 2500+) 1 less 1ike1y to receive
units due to the urban ttshadowrt effect for
elderly persons t housing services, or are
the centres which are furthest away

(ie: most remot.e) from the larger urban centres
more 1ikely to receive greater allocations
than would be expected on the basis of size
due to their greatest need for facilities?
Does political representation influence the
likelihood of receiving EpH units? For example,

in a given year is a community with a cabinet
minisLer or government MLA more likely Lo

be allocated units than a similarly_sized
community represented by an opposition
MLA ?

(ii)

11i

(iii)

Partisan electoral

decision-making process

on the particular

(MacNaughton & I,Jinn,

1 _ ^T*o analyses are attempted, one
2500+ and one using centres oi 10,000+.

considerations

in a number of h¡ays,

government t s electoral

1981:318). One facror

may enter into the

depending

strategy

may be

using centres of



political patronage, where ridings held by government

members, especially cabinet ministers, get more EPH

units than would be expecLed on Lhe basis of identifiable

need. For example, Munro ( I975) found in a BriEish

columbia study that Social credit ridings, particul arLy

those held by cabinet minisLers, received higher than

average expendit.ures on highway con:;truction.

II2

Another factor might be vote maxi mj-zation: where parties

aim at a maximum 1eve1 of voter support and allocate

units to ridings which are not dominated by one party

( swing ridi-ngs ) but tend to be competitive. Blake

(7976) noted that ridings held by cabinet ministers

lacking a comfort,able majority tended to receive greater

Local rnitiative Program benefits than would be expected

if only the socio-economic needs of the ridings were

considered. A simi 1ar study of partisan ttg".rymanderingrt

in the allocat,ion of DREE benefits by MacNaughton and

l^Jinn (1981) concluded that, in the case in quest,ion,

government largesse doled out in a desire to assure

electoral approval in volatile ridings was only a modest

factor (p.322) . In investigating the decision-making

processes which influence where government funds are

spent, we must keep in mind that expenditure locations,

based on bureaucratic and/or political decisions, have

sometimes taken place some years previous to the acÈua1



expenditure date because of time lags in
decision making (Johnston, LgTg:I52).

5.3 An Overvieu

This section provides a brief examination of the overarl
allocation of assisted seniors I housing units by planning
region. These areas relate to specific census divisions
and r¡/ere created during the 1970s as of f icial Manitoba

districts for data collection. The data on regional
allocations are arranged by unit tttyp"tt in the manner

related be1ow.

(1) EPH: Elderly "pub1ic" units - generalry provinciarry-
allocared elderly public rental units (NHA

SecÈion 40 & 44) and public non_profit
( NHA Secrion 56. i ) .

(2) RNH: Rural and Native elderly persons' rental
housing units, generally provincially_allocated

by MHRc /lraniLoba Housing in centres of ress
than 250O persons.

(3) PNP: Privat,e non-profit elderly rentals, allocated
by cMHc unril 19g6 ( under NHA secrion I 5.

15.1, or 56.1).
(4) ASH: Generic term for Assisted seniors' housing

r+hich includes all of the above.

5.3.1 EPH ldith regard to each regionrs allocation
of EPH units, the proportions are quite close to each

district I s percentage of the totar number of erderly
in southern Manitoba, oot including the city of Idinnipeg.
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Allocations bv P incial Plannin

spending or

Region
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TABLE 5-1a EPH SERVICE LEVELS By REGION

Region

fnterlake
Ea s t. man

Centrrl 1

We stman

Parklands
Southern Manitoba

EPH

(units)
435

234

4s3

759

46s

2346

Notes:
1. central region includes two areas commonly known

as Ëhe Southcentral and NorthcenEral regions.
2. southern Manitoba figures do not include the city

of lJinnipeg.

Table 5-1a illustrates the effects of Manitoba Housing's
desire to provide an equitable distribuLion of social
housing benef its throughout the province. lrrhere the

figures do vary ; for example, in Eastman which has only
ten percent of the EpH units but 13.3 percent of southern
Manitoba t s elderly outside of winnipeg, the balance
is like1y to be resEored with other types of a::rsisted
seniors t units.

5.3.2 RNH The najority of these projecrs (elderly
rentals) have been allocated by the province, usuarry
in centres of less than 2500 persons. As discussed
in prior chapters, it is in the arlocation of these
projects that planners have to face the difficult question
of locational viability. A typical MHRC RNH erderlv

EPH( Z)

Lg .57.

10.0
19.3
32.4
19.8

100.02

EPH

(Z of ASH)

59.97"

30.4
33.2
49 .5
57 .2
44.92

PERCENT
S. MAN. ELDERLY

L4.97"

13.3
23.7
31.3
16.8

ô
100. 0z-
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rentar project is usually a 10 or 12-unit motel-type
structure with an estimated lifespan of 35-to-50 years.
Many of the proposed lcoations may not have sufficient
population base to justify such an allocation, pêrticularly
in Lhe remote areas of parklands and the rnterlake;
areas where the progran has been widely implemented.

TABTE 5-1b RNH SERVICE TEVELS Br REcroN (1986)

Resion RNH (unirs) RNH (Z) RNH (Z of ASH)

Interlake 138 ]-g.g 1g.7
Eastman 136 19.6 L7 .6
Central 86 IZ.4 6. 3
Úrlestman 116 16.7 7 .6
Parklands 2Ig 31.5 26.9
Southern Manitoba 695 100.0 13.3
As Table 5-1 b attests, smal1 toh¡ns in the rnterlake,
Parklands, and the more remote areas of Eastman are
less 1ike1y to have the community resources to creat,e

private non-profit housing corporations to provide
housing for seniors in contrast to the more prosperous/

affluent smaller centres in the Southwest and Southcentral_

areas of the province. Tn addition, the regions of
Parklands and rnterlake contain large numbers of off-
reserve 1ow-income natives in core housing need. These

groups are prime targets for the RNH program. By way

of comparison, the Llestman and cent.ral regions show

very 1ow 1evels of RNH services r considering their
large population of seniors.
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5-3.3 PNP until 1986, this program was delivered
in Manitoba by cMHc. Existing agreemenLs are sti11
in force on over 6000 units across Manitoba, under

NHA sections 15, 15.1 and 56.1. slighrly over 21oo

units are located in southern Manitoba ¡ outside of
the City of Winnipeg. As of 1986, this program has

been delivered by Manitoba Housing under NHA section
s6. 1 .

TABLE 5-lc - PNP SERVICE LEVELS By REGION (1986)

Resion PNP (units) pNp (Z) pNp (Z of ASH)

Interlake 165 7.6 22.4
Eastman 401 18.4 52.O
Central 826 37 .9 60.5
lrrestman 658 3O.2 42.O
Parklands I29 5.9 15.9
Southern Manitoba 2179 100.0 41.7

The Private non-profit program, as evinced in
Table 5-1c, is generall y a more predominanL vehicle
for housing delivery in the southern areas which have

a greater number of medium-sized centres with the

required private service groups and other funding
organizaLions necessary to incur participation.



5.3.4 Total ASH

TABTE 5 - ld PROPORTION OF TOTAT MANITOBA ASH UNITS

Southern Manitoba 5220 36.97" 44.07"
Northern Manitoba 2I2 1.5 L.4
I,'linnipeg 8696 6L.6 54.6

I17

Total Manitoba

The city of lriinnipeg has obtained a disproportionate

number of ASH units in recent years, ( see Table 5

1d) leading to a higher leve1 of service than is

evident outside of the CMA. However, I,itinnipeg t s

elderly population is anticipated to grolr aL a much

faster rate than the growth rate of the elderly outside

the city (CMHC, 1983b). fn addition, dara obtained

by CMHC from Statistics Canada ( Baseline Needs Data,

L987) indicate that the City of Winnipeg contains

a greater number of 1ow-income elderly in core housing

need than is found throughout the province as a whole.

Units Percent

L4L28

Percen t
Elderlv of Manitoba

100.02 100.02



TABLE 5-le TOTAL 4ssrsrED S-ENrORSr HousrNc By REcrON

Region

Interlake
Ea s tman

Central
l{e s t.man

Parklands
Southern Ma:ritoba

Total ASH

t1B

(units)

738

77I

1 365

1533

813

52201

Notes:
1 Total universe was tabled up
on CMHC and Manitoba Housing
projects approved in 1986 which
construct.ion schedule.

ASH (Z)

14.L
14.8
26.L
29 .4
15.6

100.0

Table 5-2 (appended chapter 5) shows cMHc 19g6 Baserine

Needs Data for each of the stud y areas. These data
suggest thaË, in terms of proportion of elderly below

core Need fncome Threshold (cNrr) I and in need of
some form of housing assistance, overall allocations
are not directly consistent with identified shortfalls.
For example, Parklands area appears to be underserved

with only 1 5.6 percent of a1 1 government-assisted

housing units but 23 percent of all 1ow-income households

below cNrr and in need of some form of assistance.
rn contrast, central planning area is slightly overserved

Percent
Of Man. Elderlv

L4.9
13.3
23.7
31.3
16.8

100.0

to end of 1986 based
project listings plus

a ppear ed on the 1987

1 CNIT is a figure
the average market
need pay more than

based on the size
rents in the area.
307" of income on the

of family and
Those in Core
average rent.



with 26 percent of al1 government assisted seniors t

unit,s but contains only 20 percent of the core-need

group. This contradictory outcome is 1ike1v due to
Lhe non-profit program effects.

Ïn summary ' the proport,ion of public and public non-

profit EPH units allocated to each planning area generally
corresponds to the region t s percent.age of the total
elderly population of southern Manitoba (excluding
hlinnipeg) . RNH allocations in rnterlake, parkland

and Eastman have slightly exceeded the areas t proportion
of total elderly persons since these areas contain
a large number of srnal1/remote centres and Metis villages;
the prime target communities of this program. The

private non-profit program shows allocation l_eve1s

higher than expected in Eastman and central planning
areas. The program has enjoyed a high 1evel of take-
up in the larger, more prosperous communities such

as Morden, I'Jinkrer and steinbach. However, i t has

noL been widely util ized in parklands or the rnterlake,
outside of Selkirk, Dauphin and swan River. This program

requires the support of private organ ízations and service
clubs with the membership and financial resources to
help underwrite the operations of a seniors I housing
complex. Most sma11 toh/ns and vil1ages, particularly
in the more northerly/remote areas, do not have the
critical mass to participate in such a program.
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5.4

The Rural and Native Housing (RNH) program is specifically
aimed aL !he smaller communities of less than 25oo

persons where housing market mechanisms often fail
to provide adequate rental units. one issue to be

considered in the following st,atistical analvsis is

Senior Housin

the relationship bet,ween

and the amount of assisted

available. For Manitoba t s

A1

r20

cation

housing agencies (CMHC /ylanitoba Housing) , there have

arways been a nunber of problems to be considered
in deciding which types of "investmenLstt are the mosr

advantageous and cost-effective in terms of unit.
configuration, size of project and location. rn the
absence of such knowledge, it might be suggested that
the best overall strategy is to discriminate in favour
of the 1arger "growth'r centres which a1ready benefit
from the trnaturaltt advantages or. síze (ext.ernal and

internal economies of scale ) and high levers of goods

and services provisions. rt could be argued that
providing higher 1eve1s of services in moderatery-
sized centres would ultimately enhance the situation
for seniors in nearby hamlets since, in lagging and

remote areas ' the facilities would have been previously
unavailable or inaccessible. To pursue this issue
would necessitate the joining together of topics relating
housing and services to seniors, and this would extend

all Centr

community populati onf si-ze

seniors t housing services

federal and provincial
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Lhe overall discussion and research beyond its identified
scope.

ultimately, the position of this thesis must be that ,

in terms of overall operational efficiency, housing

allocations in rural areas should be concentrated
in the larger centre s whi ch can o ffer the fu1 1 range

of community and support services required by the
elder1y. However, on the grounds of welfare benefits
( perceived need ) r âod for political necessiËy, some

assisted housing for the elderly will be allocated
to less optimal locations. The following statistical
analysis examines Lhe allocation history of elderly
persons' housing programs in r27 souËhern Manitoba

centres during the period rg70 to 19g6. The object
of Lhe exercise will be to identífy factors which

may have influenced the number of units allocated
to specific areas during differenÈ periods of time.
Although the model attempts to draw inferent,ial conclusions
regarding the effects of certain community characteristics
on the chances of attaining additional ASH unit
allocations, it cannot accounÈ for the variations
in the planning sËrategies used by different housing

agencies aL various points in time. rt must be taken
on faith that the level of sophistication in the allocation
mechanisms has been evolving const.antly, and thaE

delivery strategies have not been devised simply on



the basis of whether these services presently exist
in sufficient amounts. current market analyses must

consider the present state of the entire housing market

in t,erms of boLh public and private dwelling units
by type, the conmunit.y t s potential for economic growth

and the internal and external factors which may ,r*ra
its growth. The analysis must also consider the housing

market conditions in adjacent communi_ties.
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5.5

Table 5-3 and Figure 5- 1 demonstrate the general trend
in NHA-sponsored housing activity, social and e1derly,
across canada during the 1970s and early 19g0s. These

trends are mirrored in the southern Manitoba pNp and

EPH activity (Figure 5-2), which show high activity
during the early to mid-1970s, followed by a sharp

decline during the later 1970s and a gradual recovery
into the 1980s. RNH activi ty, which does not come

into effect until the mid-r970s, shows similar patLerns

during the lare 1970s and 19gOs.

Tr
A1l-ocation History

]-nes the sted Sen

Both EPH and RNH programs, administered by the province

through MHRC, show sharp declines in activity during
Lhe tenure of the Lyon Government (rg77 through 19g1).
I4Ihile some elderly RNH units v/ere built during this
t ime, the EPH program was largely phased out in favour
of a shelter allowance program ( sAFER) . The recession

rst tn



of 1982-83 kepr demand

tenure of the pawley

interest rates which

for seniors. However,

in 1984' many seniors v/ere prepared to sell their
homes and look for apartments; so the demand for apartments
suitable for the elderly took off.

r23

for EPH 1ow during the early
Governmenr ( 1981 ) due Lo high

made selling homes difficult
once interest rat.es declined

The PNP program ' administered federarly by cMHc, was

noË influenced as much by the change of government
in Manitoba as by the short-1ived clark progressive
conservative Government of rgTg-rggo. During this
time, CMHCts programs were put under review, and activity
in social housing, in general, h¡as briefly cut back.
During the latter 1g70s, GMHCrs stock of sociaT/erderly
units began to suffer from chronic vacancies and drops
in demand. Analysts consÍdered some areas to be over_
bui1t, particularly Manitoba which was suffering from
out-migration to Alberta and British columbia. cMHc

analyses of seniorsf housing in Manitoba (r9g3b) found
considerable demand for the newer, more spacious elderly
persons t public and private non-profit units built
during the early 19gos under NHA section 56. 1 but
considerable lack of interest/demand for the ol_der
bachelor-sty1e private non-profit dwelrings (NHA section
15, 15. 1 ) buitr during rhe lare 1950s, 1960s and earry
1970s. Almost one-ha1f of southern Manitobars pNps



vrere built prior to r974 and, owing to Eheir smaller

size, older design, and limited market appeal, it
is these units which have suffered the vacancies.

0nce applicant.s have seen the ner{rer larger suites,
they are prepared to wait for one to become available
raËher than move into the older bachelor units. These

findings have been verified by recent Manitoba Housing

need and demand surveys for elderly housing units
in rural cenLres. Activity in the consLruct.ion of
new elderly PNP units Ï/as strong during the mid-19g0s

but has declined somewhat since 1985-96. This was

like1y attributable to the re-assessment done by the

Mulroney GovernmenË in ottawa and the Federal-provincial

Agreement (1986) which shifred rhe delivery and

administration of future agreements ( projects ) to

the Province.
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As noted in previous sections, the EpH and pNp programs

have generally delivered ASH units in the larger
communities of over 2000 persons, while the RNH program

has concentrated its efforts on the smaller centres.
The EPH units, administered and delivered by the province,

have generally gone to communities with dernonsËrated

need. Those communiLies already served by a large,
well-funded PNP hrere less likely to get an EpH project
than a community with no elderly housing facilities.
RNH activities have predominated in parklands, rnterlake,



and the Northern Eastman regions, where there are

numerous sma11 Metis (MMF) ví11ages, resource communities,

and other remoLe hamlets containing elderly residents
requiring some form of apartment accommodation.

The allocation process has gone through considerable
refinement over the last 15-to-2o years, and it may

be of questionable value to compare allocation decisions
made in r97o t,o those made in 1996. To st,art with,
t he admi ni st rati on s o f borh CMHC and MHRc had a large
choice of communities which had no ASH services whatsoever

from which to select as potential sit,es for housing

projecLs during the late 1960s and early 1970s. After
a decade-and-a-half of constructing thousands of units
Lhroughout Manit.oba, most communities have a reasonable

level of ASH services. There is a temptation in the

latter 1980s to consider the more marginal locations
as possible sites for construction r rnêrely on the

basis of an absence of service. considerable agoni z1ng

on the part of housing agency planners and analysts
is taking place regarding the viability of these smaller
and more isolated locations. As noted in prior chapters,
many of Manitobafs villages and haml-ets have stagnant

or declining populations. current 1evels of need and

demand for ASH services may begin to decline long before

a recently constructed facility reaches the end of
its economic life-sDan.

725



The following chapter examines the allocation histories
of 727 southern Manitoba comnunities. using multivariate
stat.istical models, the communities are compared with
regard to the number of ASH units allocated to them

aL a specific point in time such as to infer any patterns
Ín various other community characteristics. The analysis
will attempt to compare the relationships between

the number of ASH units, by program type, located in
a communiLy with its size, popuration of e1der1y,
political affiliation, labour-force characteristics,
location, and so forth during three separate periods:
early 1970s, lare 1970s and 19gos. of particular
interest will be any identification in the changing

of these relationships through time. For exampre,

does being located near a major urban centre enhance

or lessen the likelihood of having more AsH than expected

during the early r970s as opposed to the rggos? From

this point, it is anticipaLed that trends may be identified
in the evolution of the allocation process, and comments

may be made on the likelihood of a location being chosen

for a greater number of units than would be expected

strictly on the basis of community size or identified
need.
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5.6 Appended Figures and Tables:

TABLE 5-2 PRTVATE

A. Homeowners

Urban percent

Southeast 30 4.2
Central 17 5 24.3
Southwest 235 32.6
Interlake 65 9.0
Parkland 275 Zg.g
TOTAL 720 1oo. o

B. Renters

Urban percent
Southeast 50 3.9
Central 360 28.0
Southwest 630 49.O
Interlake 25 1 .9
Parkland 220 17.1
TOTAL 1285 100.0

ON-FARM _NATIVE

Rural

455

460

625

645

680

286s

Demand + Su
SEHOLD

Percent

15.9
16.1
2r.8
22.5
23 .7

100.0

ENIORS

Total

490

64s

855

705

90s

3600

C. Total Seniors Houselrolds

Southeast
Central
Southwest
fnterlake
Parkland
TOTAL

Percent

13.6
L7 .9
23 .8
19.6
25.L

100.0

Rural
L45

L75

235

170

205

930

Urban Percent Rural
8s 4.2 630

s3s 26.6 640
86s 43.0 860
8s 4.2 81s

440 2r ,9 890
2010 100.0 3835

Percent
15.6
18.8
25.3
18.3
22.O

100.0

Source:

CNIT=
size,

ToËa1

190

540

86s

200

425

2220

Percent
8.6

24.3
39.0
9.0

19.1
100.0

CMHC/StarÍsrics Canada, 1996.
areas of l,rtinnipeg and the

Core Need fncome Threshold;
incomer ârìd areats Average

Percent
16 .4
L6.7
22 .4
2L.3
23 .2

100.0

Total
7L5

118 0

17 25

90s

L325

5850

Percent
r2 .2
20 .2
29 .5
15.5
22 .6

100.0

( Note: Planning
North are omi tted )

based on familv
Market Renr ( AMR)



TABLE 5-3

YEAR

1969

197 0

T97T

I97 2

197 3

L97 4

r97 5

r97 6

197 7

T97 B

r97 9

1 980

1 981

I982
1 983

L984

1 985

L986

NHA ACTIVTTY:

(1)
ELDERLY PERSONS I (EPH) Z

0c

IIOUSTNG UNTTS CHANGE

SING U

128

5838

995s

10101

r07 92

II27 3

r47 29

I 2088

t627 4
7 I28
7879

2909

51 19

6429

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ESTDENTIÂL CONSTR

70. 5

14.7
6.8
4.s

30. 7

(77 .e)
34.6

(s6 .2)
10.5

(63.1)
76.O

25 .6

(2)
TOTAL SOCIAL
HOUSING UNITS

24664

26s30
I977 7

r8424
207 07

21222

25482

r4209
13810

7 617

1 3038

r6507
r5924
L49 47

r5053

17 905

9594

I 969- I
CTION

( 1 ) rncludes NHA activiry under secrions 6, 15, 15.1
Entrepreneurial & Non-profit corporations;
co-op Housing, section 6, & 34. g; public Housing
sections 43; and Federal-provincial Rental units
under Section 40.

(2) rncludes above NHA activiry in erderly and family
units.

N/A = not available after 19g1.

z
CHANGE

( 7.0)
2s. s)
(6.8)
12.4
2.5

20.r
44.2)
(2 .8)
44.8)
7I.2
26 .6
(3.s)
(6.r¡
0.7

18.9
46 .4)

Sources: CMHC (1982)
Table 63.
CMHC ( 1987 )
Table 68, p

Canada Housing Statistics, 1gg1 . , p.55,

Canada Housing
61.

Statistics, 1986. ,
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CHAPTER 6: EESIILTS- FROM THE MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAT
ANALYSIS

6. 1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the results of various tests/models

used to examine the degree of relationship between

the occurrence of government-assisted elderly housing

units and various community characteristics which

might influence the allocation of those services.
Previous chapters have studies the numerous housing

programs used over the past two decades by CMHC (canada

Mortgage and Housing corporation/Federal Government )

and MHRC/Manitoba Housing (Province of Maniroba) to

address the need for elderly seniors I housing services

in rural communities. The thesis has examined the

problems facing sma11 toh¡ns in providing shelter for
older people and has reviewed the theoretical criteria
used by government housing agencies in assessing the

relative merits of particular locations for the allocation
of structures Lo house Èhe elderly. Final1y, it has

examined EPH (elderly personts housing) allocations
on the macro-regional scale to compare the utilization
of different government housing programs among the

provincial planning areas of Southern Manitoba.
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rn this chapter, a sample of rural communities in
southern Manit.oba is scrutinized, via a series of
multivariate statistical models, to discern functional
relationships between EPH a11oca.-'ions and other communiLv
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characteristics. The analysis focuses on the allocation
process as it has occurred over the period rgTo to
1986 and attempts to rerate the alrotment of units
( housing ) to the delivery environment in an objective
fashion. rt is theorized that certain communÍty

characteristics should have greater influence on the
likelihood of allocations occurring in a pari-icular
location. The opposite notion would be that EpH delivery
has occurred in a purely random fashion with no regard
giveû to the distinctive elements of p1ace.

6.1.1

A total 0 f 127 Southern Manitoba communities r{ere

examined in the following analysis. The communities
of hlinnipeg, Brandon, Dauphin, Selkirk, and portage

la Prairie vrere not included owing to their
disproportionately-large sizes. rn fac ,- , they are
distinct in two other respects as we11. rn the first
place, there are a number of housing programs which
are used only in tturban centrestr, which cMHc def ines
as communities of 10,000 or more population. Secondly,
the large number of assisted-housing units in these
centres would severely skew the data set.

Northern Manitoba centres hrere also excluded from
the anal ysis. As noted in prior chapters, Northern
centres have been subjecL to different program activiÈies
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from Ehose applying in centres in southern ManÍt,oba.

To include Northern cent,res would add a strong disturbance

factor Lo the cata which could not be adequately

eriminated. rt should be noted that all centres chosen

had some forrn of exisLing or planned EpH facility
by 1986. some of the smaller centres, such as those

with less than 100 population, have estimated figures
for some varÍab1es.

6.I.2 Conmunitv Characteristics: Input Data

The following variable list includes a number of community

characLeristics selected for the various multivariate
models. The basic assumption behind each item ís
that the characteristic in question has, a priori,

some degree of impact. on the allocation process for
deliverying housing services Lo the e1der1y.

(i) Population (POP71-POP76-P0PB1)

This variable, distinguished according to census year,

indicates community population during lhe inLercensal
period of rgTr to 1981. The implicit assumption is
that larger centres, due to their higher 1eve1s of
community infrastructure ¡ should receive greaLer

proportions

(ii) Elderly

The variable, again distinguished according to

year, indicates the number of elderly persons

in the community during the decade L?TI Ëo

The implied assumption is that towns with

of EPH.

Population ( ELPOP7 1-ELPoP7 6-ELP0P82 )

census

living

1981.

greater



number of elderly persons should receive larger

allocations of EPH services than would be anticipated

strictly on the basis of population alone.

(iii) Location Quotient

This variable compares each community t s ratio of EPH

to all social housing in relation Lo the overall EPH/social

housing ratio which prevails in the provincial planning

areas in which the community is locat,ed. The LQ

identifies communities with elderly persons t housing

proportions which are above or below the norm in a

particular region of Southern Manitoba. It is calculated

as follows:

EPH units in location Xí/utt public units in
location Xi ; EPH units in Region i / all
public units in Region i.
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( LQ)

The variable is not included in

since, as a quotient, it masks

variables; rather, it appears in

of rank correlations.

(iv) Cumulative Ratio of EPH Unirs/1000 Popularion

Measured for specific years, this variable indicates

the strength of EPH services relative to the elderly

population in a specific location. The implicit

assumptions behind the variable are twofold. First,

if the dependenL variable is new elderly persons t

housing services, the relationship should be negatíve

Of Elderly Persons

the regression models

underlying explanatory

a preliminary analysis

( cuMR 7 1 -CUMR 7 6-CUMR83 )
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since centres with high ratios should be less 1ike1y,
in theory, to receive additional allocations. secondly,

and by !/ay of conLrast, centres with 1ow service rat.ios
should be nore likely to receive new units. Lrhen

the dependent variable is cumulative EpH units, the

relationship would be neutral.
(") l{ew Elderlv Personsr Housing units (NEpH7273-NEpH7677-

NEPH848s )

These are dependent variables used in three of the
seven equations discussed be1ow, and include ner+1y

constructed, provincially-allocated elderly, public
non-profit, and Rural and Native (RNH) elderly personst
projects. The variables do not inlcude units allocated
by the Federal government through CMHC.

(vi) cumulative Elderlv personsr Housins (cuMEpH77-cuMEpHg6)

These two items are used as dependenL variables in
two of the seven equations discussed be1ow. The variabre
named "cuMEPH77" includes all provincially-allocaLed
elderly persons t housing units produced between rgTo

and r977, while "cuMEpHB6" covers all units allocated
f rom L97o to 1986. As with the rrNEpHrr series, these
variables also do not include CMHCTs EpH units.
(vii) (TASH77_TASH86)

These are the f i na 1 two d e pendent variabres us ed i n

the third group of sub-models. They are similar ro
Lhose identified under the rrcuMEpH" designation but
also include the cMHc housing units; that is, those



allocated federally during the designated time frames

(pre-L976 toÈa1s include some private non-profits
builr prior ro I97O ro CMHC).

(viii) Functional fndex (FI)

This variable was developed by t.he Regional Anarvsis

Program (RAP) - southern Manitoba, and provides an

indicator of community service activities for settlemencs

with 50-p1us population in r97r. The implicit assumprion

behind the FT is that larger, more functionally-complex

communities are 1ike1y Lo receive enhanced 1eve1s

of EPH services due to the desirable attributes associated
with high FI locales; namely, hospitals, fire and

ambulance, police, recreat.ion, community and retail
services, and so forth.
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(ix) Manufacturins EnolovmenL

This variable, decomposed into two time-specific variants,
is based on census canada rgTr and 1981 figures for
manufacturing employment. The variable is a binary
dummy indicating communiLies with more or less than

ten percent manufacturing employment. The variable
is a surrogat.e for size and functional complexity
and assumes that communities with high levels of
secondary industry should have well-developed service
sectors and communit.y infrastrucLure. As such, these

communities might be expected to provide superior
locations for elderly personst housing pr,)jects.

(MANFoR71-MANFoR81 )



(*) leeional Variable

This dummy variable attempts to test whether certain
communit.Íes are more or less 1ike1y to receive allocations
owing to their location within specific provincial
planning areas. rn the previous chapter, a regional
analysis of EPH allocations by program line suggested

that different programs have predominated in specific
regions of SouËhern Manitoba as a result of:

(. ) the nature of the regional population bases,

(b) the activities of various public and private

non-profit groups within the areas,

-I37-
(REG)

(c) the varying srrengrh of CMHC/MHRC

in the different areas through time.
The 'rREGtr var iable tr ie s to i 1 1 ustrate the

of these impacts during specific points
(xi) Political Variabte (pOL)

This variable, also of the dummy kind, is related
in its assumptions to the regional variable. This

could be ca1led the t'pork-barre1" test, since it implies
that communities may have secured provincially-allocated
EPH ser vi ces in exces s o f the 1 eve 1 expec ted g iven

"normat.ivett criteria in consequence of their political
representation prior to the allocation period. The

variable reflects the political administrations during
the following periods:

POL1 NDP governmenr of L96g-I973,

POL2 NDP government of I973-1977,

activities

strength

in time.
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POL3 - Progressive conservative government of Lg77-1991,

P0L4 - NDP governmenr of 1981-1986.

The variables are ranked according to the comparat,ive

strength of the "pork-barreltr potential; namely, zero

for an opposition member (MLA), one for a government

MLA' and two for a cabinet minister. The variable
implies that centres represenËed by cabinet, ministers
are likely to receive enhanced EpH allocations. rn

contrasL, those with opposition MLAs should be in
a discernibly lrorse position than communities with
government MLAs.

(xii) Distance Decav Variables (DDl DD2)

These are centrality measures in road distance (kilometres)

from each community to:

(a) DDl - regional centres such as lrrinnipeg,

Brandon, Portage la prairie, Selkirk and

Dauphin;

(b) DD2 ttmarket'r centres with functional indices
( FI ) of greater than 0. 50 and populaEions

generally in excess of 2500 persons.

The implicit assumption behind the two variables is
Lhat communities closest Lo 1eve1 1 centres are 1ikely
to have 1ow allocations due to Lhe urban shadow effect.
These ttbedroomtt suburbs might have low populations
of elderly or suffer from the overpowering attractiveness
of the city for providÍng the required community services
for the aged. conversely, villages rocated near the



medium-sized market centres should benefit from the

relative attractiveness of their l0cations and the
tt"pillovertt effect generated by a strong demand from

the elderly to locate in or near these fu11-service
to*¡ns. Those truly remote communities - which score
very high on both DD1 and DD2 should receive measurably

higher 1eve1s of service than anticipated, based on

other communit,y characteristics, due to Lheir relativelv-
deprived position in the urban network.

6.2 comnunitv $ervice Levels and Elderly personsr Housing

An initial non-parametric rank correlation analysis
r{as applied against variables indicating community

functional complexity, cumulative ratÍos of EpH revels
to population, and ratios of EpH to all social housing
(LQ). The exercise theorized that larger, more

functionally-complex communities - by virtue of their
high levels of communiËy service infrastructure
should have high levers for EpH; possibly higher than

would be anticipated on the basis of size alone.
The availability of suitable, appropriatel y zoned

and serviced land, the existence of well_fund+d/organized
private and public non-profit groups , enhanced locat ional
advantages ' and the existence of public facilities
such as hospitals, personal care homes, police, fire_
fighting, and ambulance services, etc. , should combine

to create a superior environment for the placement

of elderly congregaËe living facilities.
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6.2.1 Methodologv

Three variables vlere tested for degree of relationship
both directional and in terms of strength between

(a) urban functional complexiry (Fr) and (b) EpH service
leve1s. Proxies for measurement hrere: ( 1 ) CUMR,

or cumulative ratio of EpH to population and

(ii) LQ, or location quotient for EpH services. The

relationships h¡ere tested using Spearman, s Rank and

Kendall t s tau correlation coefficients. The data

bases u¡ere sorËed and split by planning area to detect
the impact of the above-mentioned regional variations
in program delivery.

6.2.2

(a) cuMR with Fr: This series of correlatÍon coeffici_enLs
illustrates the degree of relationship between the

index of. f-uncLional complexity and the communitiest

cumulative ratios of EpH per 1000 population of elderlv.
The overall results appear to be inconclusive.
TABLE 6:1

Spearman

Kendall

ANK CORRELATION

Interlake Eastman

-.16 -.13
-.10 -.09

.lr signif.
The results

significant

@.10 r+* signif. @.05 ¡srÉ* - signif. @.01

for Southern Manitoba are generally not
(except, arguably, f or I^/estman). Correl_ation

EFFICIENTS: CUMR

Central hlestman

.25 -.25x

.19 -.15#

I.TITH FT

Parkland

.03

.00

Total
Southern
Manitoba

-.13
_.09
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coefficients are weak and inconclusive. The problem

apparently lies in the nature of the cumulative ratio
variable which factors out the measure of population
size ' 0n the one hand ' many small centres with very
1ow Ffs have higher than expected CUMRs owing to the
Rural and Native Housing program. 0n Lhe other hand,

some larger cenËres have very 1itt1e elderly public
stock due to a well-developed private market. 0verarr,
the

(b)

relationship is indeterminate.

compares functional complexity with l0cation quotient
for seniors t housing stock. centres with high elderly
persons t housing LQs tended to be smal 1 and isorated
with 1itt1e "other" social housing stock.

TABLE 6:2 NTS: FI I{ITH tQ
Total
Southern

This series of correlation coefficients

Spea rma n

Kendall

Ïnterlake Eastman centrar hlestman parkrand Manitoba

n - signif . @.fO

- .42x*
-.30**'

The overall relationship in southern Manitoba is an

inverse one; albeit not strong but certainly significant.
hlestman and central regions have stronger negative
relationships betrdeen location quotient and functional
index ' These areas have greater numbers of larger,
more functionally-complex communities with more diversitv

.11

.03

r3* sÍgnif . @.05

_.49*.*.

-. 36x.J+

_.66*rå* _.16

-.{J*+frs _.13

r+*J+ signif . @ .Ol

- . 31**)Ê
_.23*lÊn



found in their social
lower LQs. These larger
to have large amounLs

elderly housing, which

variable.

6.2.3 Conclusions

Generally the resurts are not conclusive, although
Ëhere does appear to be an overall inverse relatÍonship,
weak but significant, between functiona omplexity
and high LQ for EpH facilities. rr may werl be rhar
the cuMR and LQ variabres are not speci fic enough
to prvoide a greater strength of relationship or perhaps
the relaËionship between functional compJ_exity and
seniors I housing 1eve1s is undefined. To pursue the
question further, the analysis must employ models
with a finer grain of measurement and aËtempt to account
for other factors which infruence Èhe relationship
between size / function of communi ty and elderly persons ,

housing services.

6.4 ip Betveen
EPH Otlo."aton" .od Co.ruoi

The results from the initial non-parametric correlation
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housing stocks: hence their
cenËres are also nore likely

of pri var e non-profi r s ( CMHC )

is not factored into the LQ

analyses

noL "fine grained" enough to pick up the nature of
the relationship invorved among the variabres or other
factors are present which account for explanatory
variables undetected in the primary analysis.

suggest that the measurement employed was



6. 3. f Basic Assumptions

(a) Allocations have not been nade without some knowredge

of the delivery environment. 0ne wourd anticipate
that, due to the relat,ive advantages of larger, more

functionally-complex communities, allocations wourd

be heavily weighted in favour of centralized, high-
amenity l0cations. However, through time larger centres
build up high leve1s of service relative to poorer
locations. The RNH program, which became proportionately
more influential in the late 1970s and early 19g0s,

has been active strictly in towns and villages with
populations of less than 2500 persons. The activity
from the RNH program will add some distortions ro
the following models, even though larger RNH projects
generally are l0cated in more popul0us rural centres.
(b) Through time the delivery environment has changed.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, most locations
had little or no assisted seniors r housing except
for the 775 federally-arlocated private non-profit
units built prior to the study period under NHA sections
15 and 15.1. During the early 1970s, the stance of
the delivery agencies v/as largely reactive; which
is to Sây, groups or communities r+ith evidence of
need came forward and made a case for an allocation.
Need vras considered ubiquitous. By the 19gos, there
were large numbers of EpH in p1ace, with most Ëowns

and larger villages having some form of congregare

I43



housing facility for the e1derly. At this sEage,

the stance of the delivery agencies in Manitoba became

more pro-active, with areas assessed for EpH needs.

units became selectively allocated to areas of greatest
perceived need.

(c) Allocation mechanisms have become more sophisticated
through time. During the 1970s, the level of needs

anal-ysis ï/as minimal since the overall 1evel of need

v/as almost universal. By the mid-19g0s, however,

decision-making processes hrere well developed, costly
and time-consumptive. community needs have been assessed

with extensive need and demand surveys, coupled with
analyses of demographic growth, economic potential,
leve1s of current household formation, and so forth.
Decisions have become tied more closely to the issue
of viability. The quesLion to be asked is: wirr
demand for the facility exist throughout the amortization
period of the investment? A1so, lobbying efforts
by community groups, public and private non-profit
organi-zaLions, their political henchmen, and hired
consulEants, have all added a 1eve1 of ttinterferencett

into the decision-making process.

6.3.2

several multivariate regression models were run to
test the nature of relationships between EpH allocations
through time and various community characteristics
which are assumed to have some influence on arlocation
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1eve1s ' As with the prior non-parametric anar-ysis,
the observat ions consist of r27 southern Manitoba

communities exclusive of the five major centres.
(a) series A: The initial series of murtiple regression
models in the multivariate statistical analysis used

allocations of the provincially_sponsored/managed

elderly personst public, public non-profit, and RNH-

EPH units delivered during specified years as the
dependent variables. These time-specific allotments
t/ere regressed against. some of the aforement.ioned

communÍty characteristics found in each settlemenr.
rn particular, the series utir ízed Ehree submoders.

(i) sub-mode1 o1 used provinciar alrocat,ions
during r972 and r973 as the dependent variables.

(ii) sub-model 02 used provincial allocations
during 1976 and L977 as the dependent variables.

(iii) sub-mode1 03 used provincial alrocations
during r9B4 and 19g5 as the dependent variables.

(b) series B: rn the second seE of multiple regresssion
models, provincially and federally-allocated housing
units for the elderly derivered cumulatively up Ëo

specific points in the mid-1970s and mid-19gos h¡ere

entered into regression as dependent variabres to
be tested against selected communi-ty characteristics
observed in the Southern Manitoba centres. They hrere

disaggregated into four submodels.



( i ) Sub-mode1 04 used provincially-allocaLed

EPH uni t s deli vered up t o and including Lg7 7

as dependent variables.

(ii) Sub-model 05 used all EPH uniLs, federally

and provincially-a11ocated, which were delivered

up to and including L977 as dependent variables.

(iii) Sub-mode1 O6 used provinciatly-allocared

EPH delivered up to and including 1986 as

dependent variables.

(iv) Sub-mode1 07 used all EPH delivered up and

including 1986 as dependent variables.

r46

Table 6.3 summarizes the variables

seven regression sub-models.

entered into Lhe
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TABLE 6.3 VARIABLES USED IN REGRESSION SUB-MODBLS
0l To 07

Sub- Dep. Var. Total #
Model Names Of Units

01 NEPHT 2 73

o2 NEPH7677

747

03

Years
Allocaued

NEPH8485

L972 & 1973

o4

608

CUMEPHT 7

05

fndependent
Variable Names

L976 & L977

3s6

PoP71, ELPOP71,
CUMEPHTl, Fr, TASH71,
REG, DDl , DDz,
CUMR71, POL1,
MANFOR 7 1

PoP76, EL0P076,
cuMEPHT5, Fr, TASH75,
POLZ, REG, DD1, DD2,
MANFOR71, CUMR75

P0P81, ELPOP81,
cuMEPH83, TASH83,
P0L4, FI , REG, DDl ,
DD2,MANFOR81, CUMR83

POP76, ELPOP76, FI,
REG, MANFoR71, DD1,
DD2

POP76, ELP0P76, Fr,
REG, MANF0RgI, DD1 ,
DD2

POP81, ELPOP81, FT,
REG, MANFoRSI, DD1 ,
DD2

P0P81, ELPoPB1, Fr,
REG, DD1, DDz

TASH77 3483

06

214r L970-1977

1984 & 1985

CUMEPHS6

o7 TASHS 6

6.3.3 Results From the Multivariate Analysis: Series
A Sub-Models

304 1

As noted, Series A

relationships between

pre-1978

5220

during specified two-year periods

characteristics which describe

of:

1970-1986

pre-1987

sub-models compared or tested the

provincially-allocated EPH delivered

and a set of comrnunitv

communities in terms
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(i) size and functÍonal complexity,

(ii) regional location ( provincial planning

areas ) ,

(iii) polirical af f iliar,ion,

(iv) population of rhe e1der1y,

(") existing levels of housing services for

the e1der1y,

(vi) remoteness of location.

The methodology theorizes that centres receiving larger
allotments of EPH units than would be anticipated
on the basis of size a1one, do so because of some

special characteristics which make them preferred

locatÍons. This preferential treatment may be related
to the political stripe of the loca1 member of the

legislative assembly (MLA), the community I s remote

location, its high proportion of elderly residents,
or low service levels of assisted seniors t housing,

and the 1ike. rt is also expected that the relationship
between allocation levels and community characteristics
is dynamic, in that the relative strength of effect
shifts through time as the delivery environment evolves.

sub-models 01 and o2 examined allocations prior to
and during the r973 and rg77 provincial election campaigns.

rt !/as anticipated that, if political gerrymandering

hras a factor in the allotment of provincially-sponsored



uniËs, it would be most evident during the time period

immediately preceding an election. The election period

of 1981 $/as not tested due to Lhe very low levels

of project commitments during this time. By the same

token, allocations in Èhe 1986 election year hrere

not tested owing to the changing eligibiliLy criteria

introduced at this time.

6.3.3. I Sub-Model 01

The first model of Series A regressed nerr provincially-

allocated units, which were delivered during I972

and L973, âgâinst the community characteristic variables

listed in Table 6. 3. The allocations r,ì¡ere all pre-

RNH and, as such, there was no program instrument

involved which perLained strictly to smal1 centres.

Seventy-five percent of the 747 uniËs allocated during

Lhe two-year period hrere committed during L972. Prior

to this period, there were only 432 provincially-allocated

seniorsr urrits in exist.ence within the subject areas.

There were also 1-296 private non-profit seniors I units

scatLered throughout the regions by CMHC up ro I972

and an additional 101 private non-profit units delivered

during the two-year test period. Provincially-allocated

units delivered during 1-972 and I973 represented 88

percent of all seniors' commítment,s during Ëhis time.

149

The results of the multiple regression analvsis are
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presented in Tabl e 6.4. Concerns

biases introduced by multicollinearity

among variables prompted a second

set transformed by means of principal

TABLE 6.4

Opera-
tion Dep. Var.

MR NEPH7273

Sub-Model 01 Resultsl

PCA/MR*NEPH7273 .25

Adj usted
R2

on the possible

in the relationships

run using a daËa

component analysis.

.34

See Table 6.13 - (chapter appendix) for summary
of PC factor loadings matrices.

Principal components Analysis/Multipre RegressionJ+

Indep. Vars.

FI
ELPOP 7 1
POP71
TASH7l

COMP 15
COMP 18
COMP L7

As theorized, allocations related positively to measures

of functional complexity and number of elderly residents,
and inversely to measurable 1evels of existing assisted
seniors I housing services. Yet population alone did
not appear to be a good indicator. rt is possible

that many larger centres already had a considerable
proportion of the existing private and public non-

profit EPH projects which vrere commítted prior Lo

r972. This is hinted by the negative relationship
between the a1locaËions made during rg72-Lg73 and

the TASH71 variable which indicates total seniorst

Partial
Regression

Coef fic ient s

.31

.22
- .20
- .20

- .45
- ,27

.27

Signif. @

.01

.01

.05

.05

.01

.01

.05



uniLs allocated up to and including LgT r . I.Jith so

many communities unserved by any form of EpH, one

would expect that centres witi-r an existing projecl
r,úere less 1ike1y to be allocated new units. Locational
factors such as planning region, or distance from

larger cenLres showed no significant impacts. political

influences were not evident. The overall predictive
power of the model was not impressive, with almost

two-thirds of variations in the data not accounted

for by the procedure. Part of the reason for omitted

variation could derive from non-orthogonality among

the variables. A principal component analysis attempted

to remove any bias of this nature in our data. The

results support the original MR model, in terms of
the sign and strength of the factor loadings. The

overall predictive power, as indicated by the adjusted
)R- statistic, ü/as not as good as the unchanged data

used in the first multiple regression sub-mode1.

Therefore, one can infer that the model is not sufficiently
specified; that even with the elimination of conceivable
bias, the set of determinants remains seriously under_

represented.
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6.3.3.2 Sub-Mode1 02

The second model of Series A

between selected community

provÍncia11y-allocared Epi{

compared the relationship

characteristics and new

unit s deiivered during
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r976 and r977. rn view of the insignificanL ouLcomes

derived in the aforementioned sub-mode1, the number

of independent variables entered into regression is
greatly reduced from the Lg72-73 period. A total
of 608 units were committed in rg76 and r977 , a 3r.7

percent decline from the earlier test period. rn

addition, 99 of the 608 uniËs ïiere from the RNH program,

a feature not seen in the earlier allocations.

TABLE 6.5 SUB-MODEL 02 RESUTTS

Oper- Adjqsted
ation Dep. Var. Rz Indep.Vars.

MR

PCA/MR NEPH7677 .07

NEPH7677 .10 FI

During 1977, the NDP government lost polrer to sterling
Lyonts Pc party. some of the public housing programs

were severely cuL back in the years 197g to 19g1,

but most of the projects committed during rg77 were

completed. As shown in Table 6.5 an d 6.7 , the political
variable sti11 showed no impact. The overall explanarory
power of the sub-mode1 \./as very poor, wi th 9o percent

of the residential variance unaccounted for by community

characteristics incorporated into the regression program.

Functional rndex showed a weak positive influence,
but its impact declined from the earlier sub-moder.

During L976-1977, proximity to a major centre had

DDl

COMP 15
COMP 17

Partial
Regressi on

Coefficient s

.19

.L7

.23
-.r7

Signif. @

.05

.0s

.01

.05



a slight but significant impact. As with sub-mode1

01, total EPH allocated prior to the study period
has a slight inverse relationship to allocations in
1976-77 - However, the strength of the impact was

less than observed in sub-mode1 o1 and hras only significant
at the .10 1eve1.

trrlhen the data were sub jecLed to pcA, the explanatory
power to the model slipped to a dismal seven percent
of total variance. As wi Lh the earlier sub-model ,

loadings on the components with measurable impacts

mirror the relationships noted in the initía1 Multiple
Regression mode1. componen t 17 also showed a strong
positive loading on cuMEpHT5 ( refer ro Table 6. 13) .

This supports the direction of effect found in the
TASH75 variable; confirming again the existence of
an inverse relationship between allocations and existing
service (EPH) levels.

6.3.3.3 Sub-Mode1 03

The third model of series A compared the relationship
between selected community characteristics and new

provincially-allocated EPH units committed during
1984 and 1985. This time frame v/as chosen because

delivery r{/as extremely row during the earl y rggos

due to a combination of political and economic factors.
The Manitoba Progressive conservative government
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introduced a more ttmarkettt approach to housing afford-

abí1ity problems with the introduction of shelter

allowance supplements for 1ow-income elderly and families.

During 1980 and 1981, f or example, there rì¡ere only

82 RNH-EPH units delivered in Southern Manitoba's

rural cenLres by MHRC. The Conservative government I s

determination to curtail spending during the onset

of the last, recession resulted in 1ow levels of

construction activity among all social housing program

1ines. During the target period of 1984-85, the NDP

administration committed 356 EPH units in rural areas

of Southern Manitoba, a decline of 4I .4 percent from

the 1-97 6-L977 test period and 52.3 percenÈ below

the initial test period of I972-73. 0f the 356 units

allocated, 2IO (59 percent) r^rere RNH units specifically

designated for centres of less than 2500 persons.

r54

The cali bration of the regression

mode L 02 r Írâs f orthcoming wi th a

explanatory po\,/er. The ma jor shif t in the results

(see Table 6.6) from sub-model 02 was that while FI

was no longer significant, population had become an

identifiable direct effect. This could reflect the

RNH bias, whereas population size would sti1l influence

the number of units in the project even though the

FI factors h¡ere all 1ow and fairly similar. However,

the population of elderly variable elicited no significant

mode1, as in sub-

very 1ow level of
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relationship. As wiEh the earlier sub-mode1 01, the

TASH (83) variable, indicating all assisted units

for the elderly delivered up to and including the

year prior to the allocations, showed a weak but

statisLically-significant inverse relationship

nev/ allocations. This confirms Lhe assumption that

centres with high existing 1eve1s of EPH should be

less 1ikelv to receive an allocation.

TABTE 6.6 SUB-MODEL 03 RESULTS

Oper-
ation

MR NEPHB485

PCA/MR NEPH8485

Dep. Var.
Adj 

5sted

hlhen the data are recomputed using PCA, the adjusted

R2 declined for the equation to .08: a very low 1eve1

but sti1l significant at the . O5 1eve1 according to

the F statistic. The major component recorded highly

positve loadings on FI and the total/eIderIy population

variables, while the secondary component regist,ered

highly negative loadings for cumulative service ratio

(CUMR83) and manufacturing labour force (Tab1e 6:13) .

0ne might suggest r oû the latter findings, that centres

with sizeable amounts of manufacturing employment

would already have high EPH service 1evels by this

point in Ëime. Since these centres would likely be

.11

.08

Indep. Vars.

POP81
TASH83

COMP 15
coMP 16

Partial
RegressÍon

Coefficients

to

.25
-.L7

.25

.27

Signi f . @

.01

.05

.01

.05



larger, and more economically dynamic than their service

counterparts, they should also have fairly well developed

private rental markets. These conditions would combine

t,o lessen the likelihood of such centres receiving

new EPH units during the test period. rn addition,

the predominance of the RNH program at this point,

would lower the opportunity to receive allocations

in larger centres not served by the program.

6.3.3.4 Overview of Series A Model(s)

Table 6. 7 summarízes the MR operations from Ëhe three

series A sub-mode1s. The most notable feature is
the huge amounL of residual variance r pârticurarly

in sub-models 02 and 03. The norma Lízation of Lhe

data via principal components analysis failed to enhance

their predictive poh¡er. rt musL be assumed that other

fact.ors, not evident in Series A, were at work. As

illustrated in Figure 6-1, the introduction of the

RNH program and the declining proportion of units
aimed at larger centres may have injected a disturbance

factor which cannot be observed directly. rn sub-

model 01, assumptions on allocations in relation to

community functional complexity and elderly population

v¡ere trsomewhattr conf irmed, as was the relationshio

of allocat,ions to existing service 1eve1s. However,

in successive sub-models the Fr variable faded as

an explanatory factor. The overall performance of
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these sub-models was disappointing, particularly with

regard to poliLical and

TABLE 6.7

SERIES A

Dependent Vars

R2 (adjusred)
F Statistic

locational indicators.

P0P8r/76/8r
ELPoPTr/76/81
CUMEPHTT/75/83

TASHTI/75/83
FI
MANFORT L / 87

REG

DD1

DD2

cuMRTr/7s/83
POL1 / 2/ 4

SUB 01

NEPH7273

.33

6.8**

SUB 02

PARTÏAL REGRESSION COEFFIC]ENTS

NEPHT 6 7 7

.10
2 .2x

20+t

22xx

10

20x

3 1 *'x'

08

10

09

o4

11

07

0bservations
entered int.o
MR#

SUB 03

03

00

05

I4
1gx

06

04

L7x

T2

o2

10

NEPH8485

.11
2 .5x

In

signif . @ N-r+ .01 r+.05

the subsequent Series B model(s),

neasured in a

volume of observations through time.

,25xx

-.10
.15

- .2rx'
.o4

-.L2
-.11
-.06
-.07
-.12

.03

Figur e 6-2, the magnitude of the cases constituting

the dependent variables increased markedly in comparison

747

cumulative form to achieve

608

allocations !/ere

3s6

As evÍnced

higher

1n
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r¡Ii th Series A models: a phenominon of some imporËance

in bolstering their sampling properties. some items,
such as the political variables, had to be discarded

since they r{ere no longer conceptually valid. 0ther
variables were no longer applicable ( ie: cumulative

rat.io measures ) since Lhey v/ere incorporated int.o

the dependent variables. As with series A sub-mode1s,

concerns regarding the possibility of multicollinearit.y
among the variables are addressed with the transformation
of the data via principal components analysis. series
B covers two time frames; namely, the mid-1970s and

the mid-1980s, and considers two types of cumulative
allocations: provincial and tota1.

FIGURE 6 - 1 PROVINCIALLY ALLOCATED EPH UNITS

Eoo I
C OF UNITS

1972 &. 1973 1976 &, 1977
YEARS

1984& t9E5



6.3.4 Series B Sub-Models

The first rwo Series B sub-models (04 & 05) compared

the relationships between specific community
characteristics and goverment-assisted seniors,
housing units allocated cumulat.ively up to and including
the year r977. As noted in Table 6.3, the totar number

of independent variables entered into regression
was enhanced substantially by this change in methodorogy.

1s9

rt is important to consider, when conparing the results
of sub-models o4 and 05 with the 19g0s models 06 and

o7, that prior to Lg77 there hras very little RNH activity
in rural Manitoba (except for rg76). As a resurt,
the slant of delivery !¡as somewhat different fron
that occurring during the late 1970s and early 19gos,
For example, of the 2r4r provinciarly-allocated units
examined in sub-mode1 04, only 1r6 (5.4 percent) !/ere
RNH elderly units. rn comparison, of the 3041 provincially
-allocated units discussed in sub_model 06 , 695 (22.9
percent ) h¡ere RNH units. 0f Lhe 900 provinciarry-
allocated seniors t units delivered between rgTg and

1986, 579 (64.9 percent) v/ere RNH.

6.3.4.1 Sub-Mode1 04

The use of the cumulative dependent variabres, with
the increased numbers of observations involved,
significantly enhanced the explanatory power of the
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PROVINCIATLY AND FEDERALLY

PRE. I 978

first Series B sub-mode1, in comparison with the earlier

Series A sub-models. The adjusted R2 for the sub-

model 04 r{¡as .46, with an F statistic implying thaL

the equation r{ras significant at the .01 1eve1. The

FI variable attained the sLrength of impacL as originally

seen in sub-modeI 01 (note Table 6.4).

Yeors PRE- I 986
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TABLE 6.8 SUB-MODELS 04 RESULTS

Oper-
aLion

MR

Ad iusted
Dep. Var. ñ2 Indep. Vars.

atr*t- 
", 

*
POPT 6
ELPOP 7 6

CUMEPHTT .4O COMP 9
coMP 11

PCA /MR

As elicited in the equation (01 ) for L972 and I973,

but not in the sub-mode1- (02) referring ro I976 and

1977, elderly population maintained both a positive

and statistically significant impact, whereas the

total population variable I s relationship Ì{/as negative.

0ne might theo ri-ze that , in this case, the existence

of EPH services varied directly with higher populations

of e1der1y. In fact, Lhe relationship bet,ween the

two variables h¡as .63 in the simple correlation coefficient

matrix; confirming enough of this association.

Partial
Regression

Coef ficient s

.35
-.22

.18

.61

.34

Si8nifi . @

.01

.01

.05

.01

.01

The regression model following principal components

analysis transformation experienced a slight loss

in adjusted R2. The number 1 1 component, significant

at the .01 1eve1, had a moderat.ely-positive loading

on DD1. This corresponds to the initial multiple

regression t s positive but weak partial regression

coefficient germane to variable DD1 . Notably, however,

the impact becomes more significant in the final (07)
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sub-mode1.

6.3.4.2 Sub-Mode1 05

Sub-mode1 05, with its larger number of total EpH

units entered into regression, achieved a substantially
higher adjusted ¡ 2 than sub-model 04. (Tab1e 6:g)
rt appears that the 62.7 percent increase in the number

of housing units (tota1 observations applying to the

dependent variable ) incident to sub-mode1 05 helped

to provide a 70 percent increase in Èhe p 2 Sub_

model 05 examined the relationship between community

variables and all EPH units built up to and including
r977 in the stud y areas. surprisingly, the results
of the multiple regression anlaysis showed that the
functional index (Fr) was the only variable to produce

a significant partial regression coefficient. None

of the others were significant..

The PCA-based multiple regression

only a small amount of adjusted ¡2

major component tras populaLion wí th
loading.

TABLE 6.9 SUB-MODEL 05 RESULTS

0per-
ation Dep. Var.

MR TASH77

PCA/MR TASH77

Adjusted

model again lost

. Evident on its

a strong positive

.78

.74

Partial
Regressi on

Indep.Vars. Coefficients Signific.0
FI

COMP 8
coMP 10

.38

.86

.23

.01

.01

.01
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Possibly rhe poor showing of pop76 in the originar
Multiple Regression sub-model 05 v/as distorted by

collinearity with Fr. Their relationship, as measured

by the simple correlation coefficient mai--.rix, was,

at r = .9r, very strong; a finding which would substan-
tiaEe such suspicions.

6.3.4.3 Sub-Modet 06

sub-mode1 06 followed similar lines of inquiry as

maintained in sub-model 04; namely, the analysis
of provincially-allocated EpH units. rts explanatory
por4¡er was 13 percent greater than sub-mode1 o4 with
the entry of 42 percent more observations into the
dependenÈ variable. similarly, its adjusted R2 value
hlas 32 percent lower than the expianatory poh,er of
sub-model 05, with 13 percent fewer observations
embodied in 'rY?f (Tab1e 6.3) . As in the sub-moders

O4 and 05, FI was the dominant Índependent variable
in terms of significance of partiar regression
coefficients. A1so, âs found in sub-moder o4, popuration
had a negative impact on cumulative alrocation. This
could be reflecting the RNH disturbance factor or
some distortion due to lack of independence among

variables. Elderly populat ion, as in sub_mode1 04,
showed a positive and significant impact.



TABLE 6.10

Oper- AdjEsred
ation Dep. Var. Rz fndep. Vars.

r64

SUB-MODEL 06 RESULTS

MR CUMEPHS6 .53

PCA/MR CUMEPHs6 .47

The multiple regression run on PcA-transformed data

showed a slight decline in adjusted R2. Again, its
major component loaded highly positive on both Fr

and popul ation.

6.3.4.4 Sub-Mode1 07

The explanatory power of sub-mode1 07 exceeded all
others, although its improvemenc over the earlier
equation 05 - which also compared community characteristics
with total allocations, federal and provincial - was

minimal considering the large increase in variables
entered into regression ( see Table 6.3) . hthat had

changed substantially h¡as the larger number of variables
which displayed significant regression coefficients.

FI
POPS 1

ELPOPS 1

COMP 8
COMP 10

Partial
Regression

Coefficients Signific.0

.35
-.15

.15

.6s

.4r

.01

.05

.0s

.01

.01



TABLE 6.11

Oper-
ati on

- 16s

SUB-MODEI 07 RESULTS

MR

Dep. Var .

TASH86

MANFORSl

PCA/MR TASH86 .76 COMP g

coMP 10
coMP 11

Adjusted

.79

The Regional variable, for example, appeared for the

firsE time as a significant determinant. However,

t hese a 1 1 ocat i ons i nc1 uded cMHc-f ede ra1 1y delivered
projects which, in theory, would have 1ittle political
need to fo11ow provincially-defined planning regions.
As previousry identified in chapter 5, the souLherly

planning regions, with their greater predominance

of medium-sized communities, have received a greater
proportion of the larger non-profit seniors I housing

projects. The areas of Parkland and fnterlake, in
contrast, have received a larger proportion of the

smal1 RNH-EPH projects; aimed more at the smaller,
remote communities. The final equation, with its
large number of total observations, appeared to be

able to detect some of these allocation decisions
through the Regional variable.

ïndep. Vars.

DD2
POP8l
FI
DD1
REG

Partial
Regression

Coe fficients
27
27
24
39
22
15

B7
30
27

Signi fic . 0

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.05

.01

.01

.01

Explaining rhe sudden import.ance of the distance-decav



variables also presents problems. prior to sub-model

07, these two variables rarely showed any significanE
impacts , except for DD1 in equation oz. rn surveying

the series A and B summary tables, it is generally

apparent that the DD2 variables v/ere largely inversely
related t o allocations whí1e the DDI variables hrere,

on the whole, positively related. The results of

sub-mode1 07 suggest that communities with the greatest

distances from major cenLres (DD1 ) were 1ikely to

receive housing units, in number, roughly in direct
proportion to this distance. This outcome may represent

the RNH factor, where remote centres receive projects
beyond what they would likely receive in more populated

areas. I"rhen the analysis moved to Lhe next level
of community size (DD2), which are larger in number

and more geographically dispersed, the relat.ionship
breaks down and reverses itself (ie: in the finar
sub-mode1 ) ; ostensibly implying that nearby centres

are major beneficíaries. This seemingly conLradictory
finding could simply reflect the greater number -
and wider dispersal - of the secondary centres;

comnunities which have limited impact as growth

generaLors. The first,-order centres are all dominant

communities within the region. The size/¿istance/EpH

allocation relationship, âL least in the final equation,
shows a strong posiLive regression coefficient.
0n the other hand, the second-1eve1 cent.res. are
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more randomly dispersed, many within close distance

of one another and within the shadow of 1evel-one

centres. This spatial difference interrupts Èhe

positive relationship found in the DDl example.

TABLE 6.12 SUMMARY TABLE SERIES B SUB-MODELS

Series A Sub 04 Sub 05 Sub 06 Sub 07

Dependent Vars
aR' (Adjusted )

F statistic

PoP7 6 / 8r
ELPOPT 6 / 8T

FI
MANFORTT/81

REG

DD1

DD2

CUMEPHTT TASH77

.46 .78
16.4*r+ 74.4xx

(Partial Regression
-.22xx

. 1g*

.35x'*

-.04
-.10

.10
_.13

Number of obser-
vat,ions (dep vars)
entered into MR 214I

CUMEPHS6 TASH 86

.53 .79
24.2ï,x 67 .gx#

.10

.10

.3gr+*

.08

-.72
.03

-.01

rf* signif . @ .01

6.3.4.5 Summarv of Series B Sub-Models

Adding the much larger number of observations ro

the dependent variables in the second series of regression
models definitely enhanced their predictive power

over the series A equations. The changes between

the mid-1970s and mid-198Os hrere less evident in
the case of the total allocaEions ( sub-models 05

Coefficients )
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. 15r+ . 06
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and 07) and in terms of increased R2 (Table 6 .r2).
I',ihi1e the number of significant determinants was

enhanced, the overall predictive capacity of equations

05 and 07 hras not very different. rn contrast, the

decade difference showed a sright increase in predictive
poh'er for the provincially-allocated EpH units.

As in the Series A sub-mode1s, the functional index
(Fr) proved to be the most robust and reriable regressor.
Ïndeed, only in one model out of seven did it fail
to provide a significant parLial regression coefficient.
The influence of population size shifted from one

equation to the next, âlthough the principal components I

dimensions usually had the variable loading at similar
strength and direction as Fr on the dominant component.

Perhaps the lack of independence between the population
variables and Fr disLorted the regression models

unadjusted by PCA and, therefore, the use of pCA

as a control yardstick ¡ vindicating the validity of
Fr, was a necessary alternaËive in each of the requisite
sub-mode1s.

6.4 Conclusion

ft appears that allocations of EpH

to community characteristics such

place function, and location.

data entered into the analysis

are somewhat related

as size ¡ central

Unfortunately, the

h¡e re not s peci fic



enough to pick up the fu11 nature of the forces which

inf luence such decisions. An addit,ionar problem h¡as

Lhe inLroduction of RNH units in sma11 centres. The

programt s (RNH) impact on allocations in general distorted
the relationships which might have been more pronounced

if just public or non-profit housing project,s were

considered.

769

Political interference in the planning and allocation
processes u¡as no t apparent but the p roxy u t i 1i zed

may have been too crude to det.ect, such evidence.
The fact that the indicator employed failed to unveÍl
any ttpork-barreltt factor, does not conclusively
state that political considerations have never influenced
the placement of government-subsidized housing for
the elderly. To fully explain the variances beuween

the size of projects delivered and the nature of
the recipient communit.ies, in any given year, an

analysis would have to be made on a case-by-case
basis, so as to detect the salient argument.s made

for any particular allocation. For example, in year

"xtf Manitoba Housing or cMHc might have 200 units
budgeted for a particurar program 1ine. Based on

current planning criteria, these 2oo units would

be broken down into blocks to be delivered into particular
planning areas or regions. specific communities



may be targeted owing to:

(i) identified need

by planners,

( ii ) an evidenr lack

district,

(iii) a strong lobby

groups,

( iv) political pressure from the 1oca1 MLA or

MP who may be well-connected to the housing

minister,

(v) a surplus of budgeted units rvhich must be

consumed, and this particular l0cation has

a suiLable site, properly zoned and serviced,

with community approval for the project.
communities are often queued for services. They

might receive allocations if noË this year, then

the next. But when the following year arrives, the

budget may be cut and the town r s waiting might be

extended for an additional one or two vears.
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based on a recent evaluation

of EPH service in the entire

from loca1 service/communitv

The delivery of a seniors I housing project, therefore,
is a very circumstantial event. One might be able

to set out a series of guidelines which address Ëhe

criteria by which allocations should be made, that
is, advocate ttnormativett rules. But, as hinted by

the emperical models, when such criteria are lined



up against the allocative history observed in a planning

districL or province, the background noise in the

planning and delivery

masks any deliberation

might otherwise be evident.

17I

process creat.es disorder and

by governnent agencies which
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01
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SUMMARY

I)

Factor Loadings

IPAL COM

18

-.99
-.95
- .69
-.92
-,82

.81
-.85
-,77

.84

.78
-.91
- .62

02

I7

CTOR

Variable

LOADING

POPT 1

ELPOP 7 1

TASHT 1
FÏ
REG

POP71
CUMEPHT 1

MANFOR 7 1

ELPOPTl
REG
CUMR 7 1

CUMEPHT 1

15

LYSES*

03

L7

.99

.97

.91

.80
-.98

15

i6

04 09

POPT 6
ELPOPT6
FI

CUMEPH 7 5
DD1

.99

.96

.98

.63

.63

{ç

11

non-related PC analysis

.99

.97

.9r

.78

-.82

POP81
ELPOPS 1

CUMR83
MANFORSl
ELPOPSl

POP76
ELPOPT 6
FI
REG

POP76
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08

06

Factor Loadings

10

07

.99

.97

.91

-.82
.60

08

10

Variable

09

POPT 6
ELPOPT6
FI

POPT 6
DDl

.99

.96

.88

.68

10

11

.99

.96

.88

-. 98
.87

.68

POP81
ELPOPS 1

FI

DD1

POP8l
ELPOPS 1
FI

DDl
REG

DD1



CONCLUSION

This thesis has examined the institutional and political

processes lurking behind the allocation of government-

assisted seniors t housing accommodaLions in rural

Manitoba communities during the 1970s and early-Ëo-

mid-1980s. The study used a geographical perspective

to analyse the variat,ions in the areal distribution

of this important social benefit.
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A sample of rural communities was scrutinized, via
a series of stat.istical models, to discern the functional
relationships between elderly persons t housing ( EpH)

allocations and other community characteristics.

An initial non-parametric rank-correlation analysis
utas applied against variables indicating community

functional complexity and 1eve1s of elder ry / "ocia1
housing services. Generally, this methodology q¡as

not specific enough to provide a greater 1eve1 of

indicatÍon or the relatíonships were undefined.

A second set of more specific analyses, involving

a series of multiple regression models, compared

EPH allocations with various community characteristics;

both aL various time franes and in aggregate. The

first series of regression models looked at allocations

during three specific time segments: the early 1970s,

the mid-1970s r ând the mid-1980s. The models found

recognizable relationship between measures of functional



complexiLy and EPH allocaEions, suggesting that larger
communities, with higher 1eve1s of soc ia1/ physical
amenities r rêceive EPH allocations in a higher proportion
than would be expected on Lhe basis of size alone.
The strength of this relationship appears to fade

with time but it is questionable as to whether the
effect was due to changes in the nature of the relation-
ships within the data or the declining sample sizes
and their impacts on the regression mechanics. The

second series of regression models, which examined

a larger sample of cumulative arlocations, produced

higher 1eve1s of n2; finding a stronger, more signifÍcant,
relationship bet,ween service 1eve1s and communitv

c h a r a c t. e r i s Ë i c s .
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Overa11,

related

place

into

the

such

a1Iocations of EPH r{¡ere found to be "sonewhat'
to community traits such as size, cent.ral_

function r ârìd locat ion but the data entered

regression were not specific enough to pick up

full nature of the forces which influence
decisions. Political interf erence r{¡as not det.ect.ed.

although the method of measurement may have not been

refined enough to expose such effects. rn general ,

deliveries of EPH projecLs in Southern Manitoba,

over the past 15-t o-20 years, appear to have been

rather circumstantial events. Onrl could create a

series of guidelines by which specific proposals



should be assessed but when these are

to examine the

housing programs

background ttnoisett

obscures much of

into the process.

allocaLive hÍsLory

for the elderly

This research gave cursory attention to assessing

the minimum project or community sizes established
f or the mitigation of risk in underwriting / prod,ucing

EPH services in rural centres. rn addition, it pondered

the implications of such policies for small centres

beyond strictly housing considerations. Long-term

demand for and the viability of EPH projects in small

towns and remote locations requíres more analysis
since the commitment of projects with 35-to-50 year

amorEízation periods in these locations constantlv
faces the risk of underuti rization in the near

future - should these places fail to prosper as

communities. Many sma11 Manitoba communit.ies are

suffering from demographic truncation and its associated
problems of reduction in economic opportunities and

depressed community quality of 1ife. Many elderly
are migrating to these cent.res Lo retire in an environment

conducive to the peace and tranquility of counEry

life. Their basic problem is that the rural housing

stock is dominated by single-family structures.
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in the planning and

the deliberation

used as a yardstick

of various social

in aggregate, the

delivery processes

which has gone



Private investment in apartment dwelrings in these
locations is generally unattractive due to Ehe row

leve1s of return vis-a-vis larger settings. Long_

term viability of multiple-unit housing projects is
arways in doubt since many rural cent.res suffer from

an eroded tax base and a frequently 1ow-quarity phys.'car/
service infrastructure. often, the rocal water and

sewer systems require major upgrading to accommodate

a large apartment struct.ure. The decision on where

Lhe cut-off point is in the allocation of these benefits
will ultimately be a political one.
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Resource accessibility and shelter have beên identified
as two of the highest of unmet needs among Manitoba t s

rural e1der1y. vigorous construction activities
over the past thro decades, funded by both levels
of government ' have atternpted to enhance the quality
and availability of housing in rural areas. At present,
it is very difficult to discern whac proportion of
a localized elderry population would be best served
by EPH, other forms of housing such as co-op, non-
profit, or assisLed private rentars, incone supporEs
or increased social services. Allocation decisions
for EPH have generally been based on the determinatÍon
that a substanEial number of erderly persons in a

specific area are inadequately hou,;ed. Evidence
obtained onr he decisions made in Manitoba bv cMHC



and MHRC indicate that allocations rrere largely based

on past experience and inductions arrived at through

detailed need and demand studies. Poor quality and

unreliable data, and political armÈwisting at the

ministerial 1eve1, have undoubtedly 1ed to some neglected

sub-groups, and inappropriate/inefficient deliveries.

The large number of actors involved in the delivery

process has creat,ed room for a great deal of poor

decision-making. However, the entrepreneurial sector

has yet to fill the demand for apartments in rural

centres; leaving the responsibility to public and

third sector housing organizations.
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Manitoba I s allocative strategies have been

based - v¡e assume on equity considerations as outlined

in the Stay Option Policy of rhe early 1970s. The

rationale has been that services such as EPH would

be provided in areas recognized as deserving a more

equitable spread of activities which would otherwise

gravitate to larger cent.res where economic rewards

are greater. The allocation process has gone through

considerable refinement in the past 15-t o-2O years

and it is of questionable value to compare decisions

made in the early 1970s with those made in the mid-

1980s. As the 1eve1 of total province-wide EPH services

has increased during the 1980s, correspondingly,

there has been a growing temptation Eo consider more



marginal locations merely on

of service. This has increased the risk regarding

the viability of isolated locations and whether projects

will be fu11y utilized throughout their economic

lifespan.

Decision-making on EPH

threshold analysis which can indicate viability in

terms of the populatíon required within a specific

market to support additional services. Demand will

ultimately depend on the propensity of the elderly

to maintain (existing) or form nev/ private households.

This involves certain behavioural issues which are

notoriously difficult to quantify. There are currently

179

Lhe basi s of an absence

locat,ion

no rules-of-thumb to help estimate what proportion

of an elderly population requires assistance r+ith

housing. 0vera11 percentages will noL indicate the

best program response. Limited levels of funding

mean that non-protít/public EPH is a realistic option

for only a sma11 proportion of all seniors.

requires forn of

I4lhile not a random process, the allocaLive mechanism

is influenced by a large number of extraneous varÍab1es,

both observable and unseen. Many of the indicators

of need are relative concepts, coloured by l-oca1-/

regional market condiLions and the subjective experience

of both the inhabitants and the market analyst.



The number of disturbance factors in the equation

hamper Lhe development of any hard-and-fasL rules
on the allocation process. lrlhile there are a number

of optional variables to be included in a model of

housing needs for the e1der1y, the moder itself has

yeL to be developed. such a model will require refined
measures in terms of rationally-evolved, concrete

numbers of units required; based on sound data, analvsis
and methodology.
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There are currently no clear guidelines for dealing

with housing allocations in marginal areas. No po1ícy

exists which can firmly decide which communÍties

should receive government investmenËs to ensure or

enhance their survivabiliLy. such decisions cannot

be made in a political vacuum, but must reflect public
and political acceptability. There is reason to
believe that political considerations have 1ed to

some pre-mature unit all0cations and misappropriated

housing funds in Manitoba. rt is the position of
Lhis thesis that, in terms of operational efficiency,
social housing allocations should be concentrated

in larger centres which can offer a fu11 range of
community and support, services required. However,

on the grounds of welfare benefits and perceived

need, and for political necessity, some EpH will
be located in less than optional locations.
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